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ABSTRACT
On 17 Jsnuflry I96?, Executive Oi^des* 10988 (Zhployee-Manag«n©nt
Cooperstion in the Federal Service) ushered the Federal manager
(both military and civilian) into a new era of employee-management
re3.ations. The unkno-wn impact of the Order and its many possible
implications within DOD had led to the development of a multiple
measuring method (intervievr, questionnaire, statistical records,
content analysis, and tabulation of critical incidents), to de-
termine how management and "unions" have been effected by this
Order. All of the military services and the employee organi-
zations dealing with DOD activities vrere surveyed at the
Washington level, and also a questionnaire was sent to a random
group of 110 military activities and their corresponding "union"
locals. Reliability and validity were established at .87+ and
.7^ respectively. The final results were plotted on an ordinal
bipolar scale with a positive correlation of .405»
The analyzed results were reported in three categories, opti-
mistic, pessimistic, and best estimate. In general, the best
estimate indicated that the Order is meeting its stated objectives.
The major accomplishments, to date, are improved communications,
cooperation and training. Problens do exist and the "small" and
"informal" employee organizations are probably losing ground in
membership strength. There is some frustration and disappointment.
Some significant problems are the "conflict of interest" issue,
election procedures (605^ rule, no run-off) and hostile civilian
supervisors. However, the Order appears to be meeting the defi-
nite need of clarifying employee status and management policy.
The improved cooperation and communications should prove a source
of strength to the Civil Service. The knowledge of the results
of this study, and their implications, should be educational to
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The Problem. Asstjinptions and Definitions of Terois Used *
On 17 January I962 the late President Kennedy signed Executive
Order IO988 which bears the impressive title, "Etaployee-Management
Cooperation in the Federal Service." This order became operationally
effective on 1 July I963 and has been proclaimed to be the most sig-
nificant policy change in the Civil Service Personnel Program since
enactment of the Civil Service Act of I883.
Executive Order IO988 is of timely interest to the Federal manager
(military or civilian) because of its impact on almost two and one half
million Federal Workers and its similarity to the labor relations pro-
gram vdiich exists in industry under the Taft-Hartley Acts.
I. The Problem,
It is the purpose of this research paper to obtain information
regarding the impact of Executive Order IO988 on Hnployee-Management
Relations concerning Civil Service employees in Defense Department
agencies and to determine, to date, if the order is meeting its stated
objectives. The degree of impact will be measure by multiple methods
John W. Macy Jr., "Snployee-Management Cooperation in the Federal
Service," Management Relations with Organized Public Shiployees . Kenneth
0. Warner (ed.), (Chicago: Public Personnel Association, 19^3 )» P« 204.

(interview, questionnaire, statistical records, content analysis and
tabiilation of critical incidents). It is the intention of the study
to contribute to anployee relations, through education, by showing the
Federal manager the extent and direction which Federal employee-
management cooperation is now taking in order that these managers may
have a better insight into the situation and possibly be able to handle
Civil Service employees more effectively.
II. Assumptions.
This study is based on a sample survey of employee organizations
and their corresponding management representatives within the Department
of Defense, It is assumed, using accepted statistical methods, that the
sample is representative of the types of "unions" and management offices
that exist within the Defense Establishment, As a corollary it is also
ass\imed that a study confined to the Defense agencies, vidle not neces-
sarily representative of the whole Federal Civil Service, is, in itself,
meaningful and useful to Federal management.
A second assrimption is that the shape of the population being
measured for the impact study is such that an inference can be made
that the population is normal. Therefore parametric statistical tech-
niques, with their limitations, are considered to be the appropriate
statistical measuring means.
The third assumption is that sufficient time has lapsed since
enactment of this order so that meaningful measur«ttents can be made.

concerning results, rather than measuring an instant of opinion as
reactions oscillate. This last assumption may be assailable; however,
time only will truly answer this question. This is always a problem
in measuring behavioral questions but since this study is not intended
for historical use but rather to assist today* s managers, the as-
s\jmption is considered acceptable.
III. Definitions of Terms Used.
Bnplovee organizations or unions . In general, any lawful as-
sociation, labor organization or brotherhood "vdiose primary purpose is
the improvement of working conditions among Federal employees or any
craft or trade union -vdiose membership includes Federal employees in
an employee organization. Organizations whose primary purpose is
social, fraternal or religious are not employee organizations for the
purpose of this study. In addition, management-sponsored "employee
2
councils" are not employee organizations.
Suiaervisor . While the Federal Personnel Manual has a rather
specific definition for who is a supervisor, for the purpose of this
study I shall use a pragmatic approach and accept a working definition
which seems to be evolving from advisory arbitration cases. This
2
US Civil Service Commission, Federal Personnel Manual Systan
Letter. FPM let. 700-1, April 24, I962.

means we have two categories of supervisors, the blue collar and the
white collar. In general this includes persons who direct, control
or supervise operations and personnel. In the case of blue collar
supervisors this, in general, means those who supervise on a full
time basis—such as a foreman—and does not include those iriio work
at their trade while supervising—such as the "woricing supervisor"
or leadingman. Hovrever sOTie crafts, printing for example, have a
long history of supervisors belonging to and participating in union
activities and therefore a conflict of interest case involving then
must be decided on an individual basis. In the area concerning
possible conflict of interest, the white collar supervisor is one
who has ext^isive supervision duties and advises managanent in policy
matters. For example, in general, a GS5 who "supervises" two GS4»s
would not be a supervisor within the scope of this study.
Appropriate Unit . This is one of the most difficult teims to
define and no easy-to-apply rules can be formulated to remove \m-
certainty. In broad teiros the "bargaining unit" is determined on the
basis of an identifiable community of interest among the employees
concerned. This is similar to the provisions Included in the Taft-
Hartley Act. Again taking the pragmatic approach, advisory arbi-
tration cases are taking note of NLRB rulings in this area^ The
identifiable community of interest must be a flexible one and be
appropriate in light of the specific circumstances « This means units
cannot be established on the basis of convenience (proposed command-

id.de units often fall in this area), nor can they be established
solely to accommodate an existing membership situation. Specific case
decisions/precedents should keep in mind such NLRB bench marks as Globe
Machine, American Can, National Tube or American Potash concerning the
craft-industrial Tinit, and rulings such as Dura Steel (195^) and
Westinghouse Air Brake (1958) concerning the vAiite collar unit.
IV, Summary.
Today's Federal manager is entering a new era of employee-
management relationships. Ass\jming that ray sampling is representative
of the whole and that we have a parametric situation that can be meaning-
fully measured at this date, the degree of impact of Executive Order
10988 will be measured within DOD activities. The results should be
educational to the Federal manager and assist him as he discharges his
duties. However these res\ilts must be evaluated with caution. It may




The DeveloTDPient of POD Qgplovee Relations «
Initially the Service Secretaries of the Armed Forces followed a
"no nonsense" hire-and-fire policy idth employees, such as vhen the
Secretary of the Navy in 180? dismissed dissatisfied blacksmiths at
the Portland Navy Yard when they complained of their low wages. It
appears that Federal authorities first became conscious of the fact
that they had an employee relations problem in the 1830»s -vAien the
early trade union movement was struggling for the establishment of a
ten-hour day. The Department of the Navy had the distinction of being
the first agen<gr in the United States Government to have a strike by
its civilian employees. In August I835 the employees at the Naval
Yard in Washington, D. C, (site of the present Washington Navy Yard
Annex) struck for a "change of hours and a general redress of
grievances." Appeal was made to the Secretary of the Navy but little
2
satisfaction was received and the men returned to work* In July of
the folloxdng year the shipwrights, calkers and riggers at the
Philadelphia Navy Yard struck for the same 10-hour day that was then
Leonard D. White, Introduction to the Study of Public Adminis-
tration (fourth edition; New York: The Macmillan Ck)mpany, 1955),
p. 419.
2
David Ziskind, One Thousand Strikes of Government Qnplovees
(New York: Columbia University Press, 19^77 P» 24.
6

the prevailing practice of the private yards. This strike was wide-
spread and lasted for several weeks. Appeals were made directly to
Congress and a petition was made to President Jackson who in response
3
established a ten-hour day at the Philadelphia Yard,
Later, in an election year, March 18^, President Van Buren
established by Executive Order the ten-hour day for all Federal em-
ployees who were involved in public xrorks without making any reduction
in their pay. Van Buren was accused of attempting to buy votes. Later,
on 16 December 1852 the Navy interpreted that the order did not apply
to them and returned the employees to an 11-hour day. Mdespread walk-
offs or strikes follovred and three days later this order was rescinded.
In August 1853» the ship carpenters at the Boston Naval Yard demanded
the $3.00 a day pay rate which was being paid in the private yards.
Compromise was reached at $2.75 per day and $3.00 a day was granted in
the following year. No sooner had the ten-hour day been accepted than
agitation began for the eight-hour day. At the time of the outbreak
of the Civil War a number of crafts in private shipyards were operating
on an eight-hour day. To overcome inequities and to stabilize the labor
situation in our navy yards. Congress, in Decanber 1861, enacted the
•^Important Events in American Labor History (Washington: Office
of Naval Industrial Relations, May I963), p. 2,
L
Ziskind, o£. cit .. p. 25.

first wage law for mechanics and workmen in the Naval industrial es-
tablishments. This was the first of our prevailing wage stalutes and
it provided that working hoiirs and wages in navy yards were to be the
same as in private shipyards or workshops in the vicinity.'^ At about
the same time the employees of the Government Printing Office struck
for and obtained an eight-hour day. Then in 186^, as an outgrowth of
the Act of 1861, the Navy established its first wage board
»
In 1868, Congress enacted the Federal eight»hour day for all
"laborers, workmen, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the
U. S, Government." However, the Secretary of the Navy interpreted
the act as allowing him considerable discretion and he declined to
pay employees the same pay for an eight-hour day as they had received
for a ten-hour day. Civilian pay was cut by 20^ and widespread work
stoppages resulted. Congress considered this action contrary to the
intent of the newly enacted law and, hy joint resolution, the Secre-
tary of the Navy was directed to pay all yard workmen the same rate of
pay for an eight-hour day as they had formerly received for a ten-hour
day.' Following the Civil War and particularly following the great
Sterling D. Spero, Government as Employer (New York: Rerasen
Press, 19^), p. Qli-,
United States Department of Labor, Brief History of the American
Labor Movement Bulletin No. 1000, (Washington? Government Printing
Office, 1957), p. 67.
7
ImTX>rtant Events in American Labor tH.story . op a cit o. p. 4.

panic of I873, unionism began to decline in the Federal service.
To give the reader the proper perspective as to why the Navy has,
historically, been one of the key agencies involved in labor relations
one must realize vfcich agaicies employed most of the industrial type
workers. With the exception of the Post Office, since the start of the
Republic until the 1930* s, the Navy has employed over 80/^ of all blue
o
collar workers in the Federal Government. In the case of the U. S»
Array, it was not until 1893 that th^ had their first serious labor
problem. This involved a dispute over hours of work and rates of pay
o
and led to a work stoppage at the Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy, N. Y.'
However, following the Spanish American War, labor organizations began
to return in force to both the Naval Yards and the Array Arsenals. As
a result of this increased union activity the Army, in April I899, had
another walkout at the Rock Island Arsenal Toith continuous labor strife
until the Arsenal Commander, a Major Blunt, was transferred. '
After the Spanish American Vfer the Navy initiated the first ex-
tensive effort of having union representation/consultation concerning
11
wage board surveys and the establishment of personnel policy matters.
U. S, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review . Vol. ??,
No, 1 (January, 195^) PP« 1-2.
9
Ziskind, o£. cit .. p. 3O.
Spero, o£. cit., p. 95«
11
U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review . Vol. 77,
No. 3 (March, 195^), p. 2^9.

Unfortunately this attempt at employee management cooperation was un-
successful due to the hostile attitude of the Naval Yard Commanders
12
who considered this an intrusion into their command prerogatives.
Nevertheless trade unionism continued to grow in the Army and Navy and
in 190^ the International Association of Machinists (lAM) established
the now well known District 4^ to handle the affairs of government em-
13
ployees. Management in the government countered these growing union
efforts by obtaining an Executive Order which prohibited the forming
of Federal Qnployee Unions and prohibited Federal employees, as indi-
viduals, from making petitions to Congress o At this time labor
relations in the Array Industrial establishments deteriorated due to
attempts by several military officers to apply Frederick Taylor's new
principles of scientific management and management's attempts to use
stop watches in the setting of piece work wage rates o Feeling against
Taylorism ran much higher at the Array Arsenals than in private industry
possibly due to the government employees considering themselves part
owners of the place -tdiere they worked and because of the appeal pro-
cedures they had to Congress* The Taylor System was not merely a
technical innovation: it upset established roles and familiar patterns
of behavior, established new systons of authority and control « and
l^Spero, 2£« cit «>« p. 9^*
•^^Mark Perlman, The Machinists . (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1961), pp. 15-40
10

created new sources of insecurity and anxiety. Out of this unrest
Airoy lAK Lodges grew rapidly and the strike at the Watertown Arsenal
in August 1911 "was considered to dramatize Labor's hostility to the
Taylor syst«n. The Watertown dispute brought about a Congressional
investigation with resolutions that condemned the Arsenal's use of the
Taylor system.^
At the same time the Postal Unions (led by the National Associ-
ation of Letter Carriers, which was established in I889 and presently
has about 145,000 members) were taking an aggressive part in negoti-
ating and establishing bargaining precedents both with the Postal
Department and Congress concerning their pay and working conditions.
History shows these unions had a genuine grievance concerning working
conditions. The union's railroad mail section was particularly upset
about unsafe and archaic woricing conditions ^diich in the worst year,
1909. led to the death or injury of over 7^1 mail clerks. -^^
Then the JAM, a previously mentioned leader in the unionization
17
of industrial workers within the Armed Forces since 1886, established
the first Metal Trades Council in the Defense Agencies at the Brooklyn
14
Hugh G. J. Aitken, Tavlorism - A Watertown Arsenal (Cambridge;
Harvard University Press, I96O), p. 157
.
Aitken, 02.. cit .. p. 176.
0. Glenn Stahl, Public Personnel




Naval Shipyard in 1908. However, the growth in blue collar union
membership was slow and prior to World War I did not exceed 10,000
and during the First World War grew to only about 25»000o
In 1912, Federal employee-management cooperation passed another
milestone with Congress passing the Lloyd»LaFollette Act and thereby
revolting the previously issued Executive Orders of 190?, I9O6, and
I9O8. No longer were Federal Qnployee Unions 1^ the petitioning to
Congress by Federal ©nployees prohibited but union membership was pro-
hibited in organizations that asserted the right to strike against the
government. In the same year^, Congress also enacted the eight-hour
day with pay for overtime.
Again, with the outbreak of military hostilities in World War I,
this country had a shoirtage of skilled workers o Wages rapidly in-
creased and private industry was bidding for the government's blue
collar workers. To meet the demands of unions and to keep a smooth
running operation, the Army and the Navy virtually recognized union
organizations. In I916, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Franklin
D. Roosevelt, ui^ed all government workers to organize for their own
19betterment and in order to assist coordination with managenent. In
18
Report made by Bo A. Gritta, President Metal Trades Department,
AFL-CIO Industrial Relations Conference, New Orleans,, 14 March I963
(in the files of the AFL-CIO Headquarters, Washington g Do C»)
•^
°Impor1:ant Events
^B, America^ Labor Hi story a op o cito , p. 9
12

1917* the Army Arsenals conducted joint negotiations tdth the employees
concerning piece rates and promotions to forem^^n in exchange for worker
20
agreements not to restrict output q
In 1918j, the Navy established the first cash beneficial suggestion
systan and in 1919? Roosevelt established a Central Wag© Board of Review
idth union representation from the Metal Trades Council o After the i:«r,
in 1921, President Harding increased the amount of union representation
on the Central Wage Board of Review and established shop committees "to
promote production and improve labor practiceo" However^ due to the
hostile reaction of military officers stationed at the Yards and
21
Arsenals these shop coraraittees failed to meet their objectives <> Inci-
dentally, Franklin Do Roosevelt reestablished the shop committees in
1935 tut due to a similar reaction by senior military officers^ these
22
committees were ineffective until as late as 19^2 o To return to the
subject of union development in the First World War 9 during the period
19l6-1917> there was a general inflation in the cost of living and
Federal white collar salaries lagged far behind private industry's pay.
This situation and a general dissatisfaction with the working hours led
to the formation of the National Federation of Federal Qnployees (NFFE)
20
Aitken, 02,. cite. p« 2^1-0.
21
Spero, 0£o cit »« po 101
22,,
" *




in 1917 • NFFE was unique on the government scene since any Federal
employee, regardless of trade, occupation or profession, was eligible
for membership NFFE grew rapidly; in 1920 it had 3^,000 members; in
1935 65,000 members; in 1959 75»000 members; but in 1959 the claimed
23
membership was down to 53,000 and in I963 down to 4? 9 000 o -^
NFFE»s early efforts were directed towards supporting and
strengthening elements of the Civil Service system© NFFE vigorously
pressed for the enactment of the Civil Service Retirement Act of 1920.
This association took a strong position in behalf of the Federal Classi-
fication Syst«n and after passage of the Classification Act of 1923
»
urged extension of this syst«a to the field serviceso NFFE's efforts
were opposed by the other AFL national organizations who accused NFFE
of committing raids—particularly on the building and metal trades.
When NFFE proposed that the Classification Act be expanded to include
crafts, the other AFL leaders regarded this as evidence that NFFE was
attempting to expand its jurisdiction at their expense o Finally, after
a long and heated debate at the I93I AFL convention, NFFE split from
its parent body and became an independent employee organization.
However, the AFL National desired to continue presenting the interests
23
United States Departanent of Labor, Pirectory of National and
International Labor Unions (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1959), and a news item in The Vfashington Post, June 14, I963, p. B?,
24Spero, o£o cite, po 189=
14

of the general government worker and thus started the American Feder-
ation of Government Employees (AFGE) in 1932c The AFGE has been
essentially an industrial union^, including workers eligible to join
the craft unions 9 except that supposedly the AFGE does not recruit
blue collar workers who already belong to an AFL Craft Uniono-^ The
AFGE has grown from 18^000 members in 1936 to 30s,000 in 19^0 and now
26
claims over 120, 000 o Then in 1936^, the American Federation of State,
Ck>unty and Municipal Bnployees (AFSCME) split off from the AFGEo Al-
though one of the younger unions^ AFSCME is considered a real comer and
27
presently has over 225^000 members^c^ineluding some Federal employees
»
Wilson Hart suggests that the AFSCME may further penetrate the Federal




Stahlg o£o cit oo po 281; also a letter from George Meany^ Presi-
dent AFL-CIO to Bo Ao Gritta^ President Metal Trades^ AFL-CIOj April
23, 19630 The letter concerned jurisdiction of the AFGE and indicated
a restriction of future AFGE recruiting efforts in the blue collar field.
In November I963, at the 51st Convention of the Metal Trades Department,
New York, it was reported that the jurisdiction dispute possibly had
been resolved
o
n^Jilson Ro Harts "The Uo So Civil Service Learns to Live with
Collective Bargaining" (unpublished manuscripts by Wo Re Hart of
Falls Church, Virginia, I963, po 2) and ThjB Washj^ngton Post, June 1^!-,
1963, p« Bio
27
Interview with Mrso Marjorie So Mueller^, AFSQffi Research Service
Depte, V/ashington, Do Co, June 69 1963°
^^Ison Re Hart, Collective Bareraining in ^le Federal Civil




Some of the other principal employee organizations which deal ex-
tensively with Defense Department Agencies are the 21 affiliates of the
Metal Trades Department (representing over 300,000 workers in the Feder-
29
al Government); the National Association of Supervisors (5,000 to
10,000 members in the Federal Service); National Association of Govern-
ment Inspectors (NAGE) (1,000 plus members in the DOD activities);
American Federation of Technical Engineers (HgOOO members in Federal
Service); National Association of Naval Technical Supervisors (about
500 members in the Federal Service); Navy Field Safety Association
(about 100 members in the Federal Service); National Maritime Union
(13,000 members in the Federal Service); International Union of Oper-
ating Engineers (about 3»000 menbers in DOD activities); National
Association of Planners, Estimators and Progressman (IjbOO members in
DOD activities); and the International Organization of Masters, Mates,
and Pilots (about 750 members in DOD activities )e^^
Returning to the historical development of management-emrDloyee
cooperation in the Defense agencies, we find that in the raid 1930 's
the Navy, for the first time, was no longer the principal employer of
industrial workers, -^-^ and by 1963$ the breakdown of total DOD employment
29
Gritta, op * cit o « p© 2©
30
Data obtained as a result of questionnaires to unions and a
telephone interview with Mro Jo Loewenberg, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Washington, De Ce, 19 June I9630
31
U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review. Vol. ']'^
^
No. 1 (January 195^). P» ?»
16

was as follows? total DOD civilian force 1„ 056^020 of which 557,0i}4
are industrial type workers; Navy at 3^2^396; Araij 329»330; ancl Air
Force 301,26^1-0-^ However, in the mid 1930»s other Federal agencies
were establishing bargaining procedures ^M,ch were setting precedents
for the Government as a whole o The Department of Interior established
bargaining as early as 1920 on the Alaskan Railroad, TVA commenced
bargaining in 1935* Bonnerville Power Authority since 19^5» the Inland
Waterways Corporation since 19^? AEC since its original establishment,
and the Government Printing Office, the longest of all (it had an actual
closed shop agreement from 1861 to 1903)9 is oresently conducting
bargaining under authority of the Kiss Act of 1924o
World War II, like the past wars, again accelerated greater efforts
at cooperation in labor relations areas within the Defense Establi shment
«
By now unions were fairly well organized 9 management was psychologically
accepting the rights of employees to join unions (originally permitted
in 1912 by the Lloyd-LaFollette Act), and the Federal Government had
set a precedent of bargaining collectively in some agencies or bureaus.
In addition, the Army and Navy industrial establishments had weathered
some 17 strikes or walkouts of varying lengths before realizing that
workers need the outlet of negotiation and effective communications
^nJo So Congressional Records, 88th Congress, 1st Session, Vol» 109,




when they feel they have a serious grievance c In 19^29 the War
Department began a program of decentralization which permitted local
commanders to recognize the rights of workers to join or not join
34
lanions and to establish local grievance procedures Initially,, the
Navy was considered the most progressive in this area with its employee
35
councils, but soon the Army and later the Air Force followed suit.
Both the Army and the Navy restricted supervisor participation in their
councils o In addition
<;,
the v&ge boards of all three services gave
employees an opporttinity to participate or consult with managanent.
The degree of \inion participation and union membership continued
to grow and by I96I, the Task Force reported that union membership in
the Defense agencies was as follows: Navy 29^ with 965,528 union members,
Army 11^ with 39,331 members,, and Air Fore© 9^ "with 24,650 members o^
-^-^Ziskind, 0£o cite» ppol87.89o It is noted that the average
duration of strikes against the Federal Government was 6 days§ 20^
ended at the end of the first day and 10^ lasted less than a day.
The major areas of dispute were the matter of detennining a pre-
vailing wages and issues involving working hourso
34
-^ Spero, opo citoo po 102 o
35
Vaison Re Hart, Collectiye Bargaining i^ the Federal Civil
Servjice . opo cito^ ppo 92-93°
Presj.(^ent,^ s Task Force on BnTPloyee^anapjement Relation^ in
the Federal Service (Wasliington Do C09 October 19^1)5 Staff Report
III, pp, 10=11 o
18

But before concluding this review of labor relations involving
the Defense agencies ^ two other facets of labor isrobleras in the modem
technological age should be mentioned o First g we have the National
Missile Sites Labor Commission which was created by President Kennedy
on May I96I by Executive Order 109^ in order to resolve missile site
disputes, often of a jurisdictional natureo This commission had demon-
strated what an intense mediation process and a concentrated effort can
do to successfully reduce disputes in a critical segment of our economy
37
without losing the voluntary nature of collective bargaining o During
its two years of operation j for every 1{,176 man days of work at the
missile sites^ only one man day has been lost due to walkoutso'^
Second, the Air Force recently has had a most unique labor dispute in-
volving the contract crews of its ocean range vessels in a juris-
dictional dispute between the Seafarers Union and the National Maritime
Union. The Seafarers crew declined to leave several Government-owned
ships tuitil court orders supported the Air Force position o Even then
the range vessel FS-.I836 caused no end of legal problems vAien the Air
Force chose Recife^ Brazil as the port for their contractors, Marine
Transport line, to pay off the Seafarers crew and take on a NMU crewo
3715th Annual Reggrt Federal Mediation and Conciliati,^ Service
(Washington? Uo So Government Printing Office ^ 19^3)? ppT31^3^«
•^
"Missile Sites? Less Time Lost^" Uo So News &jnA Vforld. Report
«




The Air Force finally fell back on the expedient of rounding up "blue
suit" personnel, flying them to Brazil and sailing the FS-.I836 back to
Miami. After a legal tangle in both the Federal courts and NLRB the
government's position has been upheld that these vessels were undocu-
mented public vessels with the same status as warships. However, to
fully qualify as public vessels the Air Force has been advised to keep
them in their actual possession (Air Force ship commander aboard each
ship)c^^
From this synopsis of the history of employee=.manageinent re-
lations in Defense agencies it can be detected that there has been a
steady increase in the degree of onployee participation with management
<
However, tensions and inequities still existo The first Hoover Com-
mission in 19^9 found that the agencies were lacking a "formal
provision for the positive participation of employees, both as indi-
viduals and in organized groups, in the formulation and improvement
ZfO
of Federal personnel policies and practices o" Unfortunately, often
the civil servants and the senior military officers managing the ac-
tivities share too small an area of common interest. History shows
39
-^^Hebert Robeck, Procurement of Services for Operation of Ocean
Range Vessels
. Atlantic Missile Range (Washingtoni Military Operations
Subcommittee Staff Report, January I5, 1963)e
Felix A. Nigro, Public Personnel Admini stration » (New York?
Henry Holt and Co«, 1959 )» p. ^Oo
hi
Jo R. Primm, "A Study of Civil Service and Military Relation-
ships in the Navy" (unpublished Master's thesis, UoSo Naval Postgraduate
School Monterey, I96I), p. 35.
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that the senior officer corps has on numerous occasions blocked employee
HZ
participation and displayed anti-union attitudes o In addition,
whether valid or not, there is a general feeling among union leaders
and newspaper feature writers that the Do So Armed Forces Officer Corps,
at best, has a neutral attitude toward the interests of the working man
and often is anti-union at times if not closely supervised by civilian
leadership of the Department of Defense o '
Thus we have set the stage and attempted to show some dimensions
of the emotional climate that existed prior to President Kennedy's
appointment of a Special Task Force on 22 January I96I0
42
Supra , pclO» 23*
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Conclusion drawn "by author after approximately 20 open»end type
interviews with leaders of National Labor Unions and leading Washington,
D. Co labor newspaper columnists, May through July 1963« This is a most
\mfortunate situation which will require a long range educational pro-
gram for both the officer corps and the publico Additionally, some
reports were received indicating dissatisfaction with officers stationed
at industrial establishments who were not engineering/managementwise
fully qualified o The reasoning being that inefficient management at
times jeopardizes the whole establishment with some congressional groups
and results in more work being contracted to the more competitive private
industry (eog. Naval shipyards vso private yards and military aircraft




THE STUDY OF THE PRESIDENT «S TASK FORCE
From the previous tracing of management-employee cooperation,
primarily in Defense Agencdes, there has been a steady indication of
growth in imion strength with a union desire for more positive employee
participation in the fowiulation and improvement of Federal personnel
policies and practices. Also today's union relations in private indus-
try have set many guides including Federal Laws (mainly the 1935 ^/^agner
Act revised ty the Taft-Hartley Act of 19^7 and the Labor-Management
Act of 1959)* state statutes, Court and NLRB decisions. Then Federal
and state mediation and conciliation services plus city and private
arbitration programs assist in the iresolving of disputes in the private
sector. Therefore, it is not surprising that public employees are more
and more experiencing the contagious influence of this mov®nent» With
the steady growth of total government employees and the Federal govern-
ment managing many "private industry*' types of operations (Alaskan R.R,,
Inland Waterways Corp., Military Clothing Factory, etco) it has become
increasingly difficult to rationalize or justify why Federal employees,
who are not engaged in typical "governmental functions" ioe« Armed Forces,
FBI, State, HEW, etc., should not come under a Taft-Hartley type of
procedure.
James W. Errant, Chairman, "Labor Unions end Collective
Bargaining in Government Agencies: A Panel Discussion," Public Adiainis-
trative Review . Vol. V, No. 4 (Autumn 19^5), p. 37&«
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This contrast in staiuisrds has led to the introduction of over
30 bills relating to employee-management relations in the Federal
2
Service for the 87th Congress (196l)o The Rhodes-Johnson BiH
(H, Ro 12), Federal Employee 's Relations Act of 1961, and Repre-
sentative Daniels' H. Ro 4078 of the 88th Congress 9 are but ti«>
examples of proposed legislation which, if passed in their present
form would place rigid requirements on Federal agencies o Each year
this type of legislation has been gaining support o Today the public's
3
attitude toward unions in government is becoming more tolerant
o
Recognizing this, since 1951 the Federal Personnel Manual has en-
couraged government officials to solicite and consider the views of
their employees in formulating personnel policy; however, there has
never been any Presidental policy in the area which would act as a
g\iide for all agencies* Therefore in June I96I President Kennedy
appointed a special Task Force to review and advise him.
The Task Force was composed of top level officials (Chairman
Arthur J, Goldberg, Vice-Chainoan John Wo Macy) who held public
2
President's Task Force on Einployee-Management Relations,,
Staff Papers on Ehployee-Jlanagement Relations (Washington? Oct I96I),
Staff Report I, Staff Paper No. 5* pp,25=.26o
3
Marshall Ec Dimock, Gladys Oo Dimock, and Louis Wo Koenig,




hearings in Washington, D. C. and six other cities to afford the in-
terested groups and citizens an opportunity to present their views on
such matters as Federal Employee rights to join or not to join a union,
standards for the recognition of unions, and the participation of
employees and/or their representatives in grievances and appeals*
The Task Force Report proceedings was most comprehensive and established
a gauge or "water mark" showing the level of employee-management re-
lations before the issuance of Executive Order IO988. In addition the
findings of the Task Force, as they pertained to Defense agencies, gave
me the basis for establishing a "before" measurement from which to com-
pare the current situation in an effort to actually measure the
impact of this Order.
First, however, in attempting to grasp the full significance of
this Task Force, and in order to understand the reaction and contro-
versy that this report set off, one must understand that many
professional Federal personnel officials were by-passed and most of
the staff "nuts and bolts" work was done by outsiders who had been
recruited by Secretary Goldbei^, Specific areas taken up and re-
ported by the Task Force, pertaining to Defense Agencies, fell into
4
Wilson R. Hart, "Government Labor's New Frontiers Through Presi-
dental Directive," Virginia Law Review . Vol. 48, No, 5 (1962), p. 698.
Key aides were Dr. Daniel P. Moynihan, Special Asst to Sec. of Labor,




a. Volume of employee appeals considered by the Civil Service
Commission ; During fiscal year I96I the commission received 11,568
appeals (about lO^S of these appeals were from job applicants.) The
following table shows the number of such actions sustained or reversed:
TYPE OF APPEAL
Reviewed by VETERANS NON-VETERANS
Total Sustained Reversed Total Sustained Reversed
1st Level
(Regional
Office) 1,320 1,097 223 1,208 1,142 66




and Review) 733 666 67 483 460 23
91^ 09^ 95^ 5^
?y categories the appeals were as follows
:










b. Federal Waee Board Systems: Under the Claissification Act of
1949, as amended, there are 6I wage boards pay systems » The Navy is
President's Task Force on Employee-Management Relations, o£« cit «>
Staff Report I, Staff Paper No. 8, pp. 33-34.
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partly excluded from the Classification Act of 19^9 and its authority
for wage boards stems from an Act passed back in 1862 (lO/USC 7^7^)
•
In Defense, the Army and the Air Force jointly operate one wage board
system and the Navy another; however, the law specifies that the head
of a department may prescribe the regulations for its wage board. The
law does not specify the actual method for determining the "prevailing
rates" or the method of conducting surveys and setting wage rates.
Presently interagency coordination has eliminated most duplication of
wage surveys (i.e. Navy Representatives and Bureau of Labor Statistic
Representatives conduct their surveys together). This means that an
agency has considerable discretion concerning how a wage survey will
be actually conducted (criteria, sample size etc.) and the degree of
employee participation in these surveys has varied from none to full
participation. The Army-Air Force Wage Board has had a policy of con-
sultation with employee groups on methods and offered hearings on
suggestions. The Navy has had a policy of participation, including
review of data and findings by selected employee representatives.
c. Turnover rates of the Federal Government and Manufacturing
Industries : The average monthly turnover rates per 100 employees
is as follows:
President's Task Force on Ekuployee-Management Relations, Staff
Report I, 2£. cit .. Staff Paper No. 10, pp. 37-38 <.
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Federal Government Manufactiiring Industrtes
Accession Rste lo9 3c^
Quit .6 .8
Discharge .1 e2
Lay Off .5 1.9
Other .3 A 7
d.
,
Employee CountDilS : Most of the la;rger agencies, including
the Army, Air Force and Navy, had councils at many of their activities.
The council representatives were often required to be an agency employee
and they -were usually elected by the workers but sometimes they were
designated by management. This system was intended to provide for an
expression of employee views. Although some actual consultation took
place between the council representatives and management, the response
to the Task Force questionnaire would indicate that the councils were
not too successful. None of the councils handled grievances or other
individual problans. However, the councils did act as a means of up-
wards communication to managonent. Typical subjects covered were
promotions, working conditions, and fringe benefitSo Occasionally
some councils handled such items as tours of duty, use of leave,
8
parking, transportation, employee services and operating methods.
7
President's Task Force on Employee-Management Relations, Staff
Report I, 2£» cit «. Staff Paper No. 11, p. 39*
8
President's Task Force on awp3,oyee«Management Relations, Staff




e * Supervisors in relation to the bargaining unit ; Neither
legislative history or the Wagner Act (1935) contain any reference
to the position of supervisors. Ti^eatinent of supervisors therefore
has depended on the administrative discretion of the NLRB, In general,
supervisors were excluded from bargaining units except where there was
a long-established tradition of union organizations with supervisors
as members, such as in the printing trade. Prior to 19^3 "the Board
foxmd \inits composed solely of supervisors as appropriate « In 19^3
the Board ruled against these types of units and then in 19^5 the
Board again sustained a supervisory bargaining unito In the following
year, 19^» the Board found a unit appropriate that had both supervisors
and rank-and-file. In terms of protecting supervisors from discrimi-
nation, the NLRB has always considered supervisors as employees within
the meaning of the act.
The Taft-Hartley (194?) ammendments to the National Labor Relations
Act almost entirely removed supervisors from the protection of the Board.
The definition of an onployee was amended to excliide anyone employed
as a supervisor. A supervisor was defined as:
any individual having authority, the interest of the employer,
to hire, transfer, suspend, lay-off, recall, promote, discharge,
assign, reward, or discipline other employees, or the responsi-
bility to direct them, or to adjust their grlevanceo




compelled to recognize them for collective bargaining.
f . Time off for employee organization work, prevailing practice :
In private industry shop stewards or committeemen are frequently called
away from their regiilar jobs to carry out their union responsibilities.
Many collective agreements protect these union representatives, while
doing this union work, from loss of wages or to limit the amount of
compensable time available for such purposes. Whether the employee
will be allowed time off for union functions depends on the type of
union duties to be performed. Time off is usually not allowed to
attend \mion meetings, enlist new workers or attend conventions; but
time off is frequently allowed to handle gii^t vances, contract negoti-
ations, and participation in joint labor-management committees concerned
with such issues as safety, apprenticeship training or incentive plans.
However, the paid time off usually had limitations such as; (a) confined
to regular working hours, (b) in grievance procedures limited to a
fixed nxjmber of employees or certain union officials and a specific
limit in time or money for arbitration cases.
In the Federal Civil Service the actual details of employment rest
within the discretion of the head of the department. As a result of
9
President's Task Force on Employee-Management Relations, Staff
Report I, 0£. cit .. Staff Paper No. 14, Fp.45-46
President's Task Force on Bmployee-Managem'
Report I, op. cit., Staff Paper Noe 1?, pp.63-64
E -Management Relations, Staff
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this departmental leeway there have been many instances where agencies
have granted absences, not charged to leave, for such things as voting,
blood donations and collections for charitable organizations. In ad-
dition, it had been a practice to grant "official leave" for purposes
related to, although not part of, the official duties of employees
such as civic duties closely related to the national interest and
which could not be attended hy the employee after working hours.
Examples of this are registration for the draft, health examinations,
promotion interviews or even bar (law) examinations c Then a nimber
of agencies, without expressed provisions, have allowed the collection
of union dues during working hours provided no substantial amoiint of
Government time is involved. The LaFollette Act (1912) simply pro-
vides that the membership in a union may not constitute a reason for
demotion or removal from service. Executive Order 9830 of 19^7 only
required a recognition of the onployees* right to join or refrain from
joining organizations or associations without interference, coercion,
restraint or fear of discrimination. Therefore, the Task Force was
not surprised, lacking any central policy statements in this area,
that employee-management relations varied from agency to agency con-
cerning the treatment given to union organizations.
However, most agencies made bulletin boards available for union
literature and Government space available for union meetings after
working hours. Some special agencies such as TVA and Bonnerville
30

this departmental leeway there have been many instances where agencies
have granted absences, not charged to leave, for such things as voting,
blood donations and collections for charitable organizations. In ad-
dition, it had been a practice to grant "official leave" for purposes
related to, although not part of, the official duties of employees
such as civic duties closely related to the national interest and
vrtiich could not be attended by the employee after working hours.
Examples of this are registration for the draft, health examinations,
promotion interviews or even bar (law) examinations c Then a number
of agencies, without expressed provisions, have allowed the collection
of \inion dues during working hours provided no substantial amount of
Government time is involved. The LaFollette Act (1912) simply pro-
vides that the membership in a union may not constitute a reason for
demotion or removal from service. Executive Order 9^30 of 19^7 only
required a recognition of the ©nployees* right to join or refrain from
joining organizations or associations without interference, coercion,
restraint or fear of discrimination. Therefore, the Task Force was
not surprised, lacking any central policy statements in this area,
that employee-management relations varied from agency to agency con-
cerning the treatment given to union organizations.
However, most agencies made bulletin boards available for union
literature and Government space available for union meetings after
working hours. Some special agencies such as TVA and Bonnerville
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Power had written agreements concerning employees* duties as union
representatives while on the job and others permitted unions to use
Government facilities to run newspapers and print irnion releases.
g* Bnployee Organizations in the Federal Service ; For the Federal
Government as a vrhole, 33^ of all employees belong to employee organi-
zations. The membership percentage varies widely with different
agencies. The Post Office reports 84^, TVA 82$^, St. Lam'ence Seaway
80^, Panama Canal Company 6?^, Government Printing 5^^, and the National
Gallery of Art 46$^; but 17 of the 57 agencies surveyed had no repre-
sentation. In the case of the Defense Agencies, Air Force reports 9^,
Army 11^, Navy 29^, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense only 2^.
In 1961, the three Defense Agencies had dealings with the following
number of total employee organizations: Navy 1,403; Army 253; and Air
12
Force more than 150.
h. Problems reported coneming labor relations ; Forty agencies
reported no particular problans, but 17 agencies had a variety of
problems. A common complaint was that the union leaders were inex-
perienced and/or irresponsible. Concerning Defense Agencies* problems,
President's Task Force on Employee-Management Relations Staff
Feport I, 0£. cit.. Staff Paper No. 18, p. 65, 67; Staff Report II,
pp. 18-19.
12
President's Task Force on Qnployee-Management Relations Staff
Report II, o£. cit.. pp.ll-13.
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the i\ir Force reported the following: (a) Unions aptsealed to Congress
•when iminediate satisfaction was not obtained for management; (b) there
was a lack of iinion cooperation; (c) the multiplicity of employee organi-
zations created an administrative burden . The Navy reported the
following: (a) employee organizations showed a lack of cooperation and
T^rotild not accept the Departmental rulings as final and (b) unions, at
times, wasted time on trivial complaints and the employees tended to
spend too much time on union activities o Both the Air Force and the
Navy felt the size of the union was a relative factor concerning the
degree of cooperation given and the Navy recommended that agendas be
13
established prior to union-management meeting*
The thirty employee organizations that responded to this survey
indicated a fairly wide-spread dissatisfaction with employee-management
relations. Comments were made that management does not negotiate in
good faith, excellent national policies were established but these
policies are ignored in the field, the existing grievance procedure is
considered inadequate and employee councils were little more than
"company unions o" Labor relations in the agencies were generally
felt ineffective for the following reasons:
13
President's Task Force on Employee-Management Relations, Staff
Report II, 0£« cit«, pp. 23-25.
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le Reluctance on the part of management in the field to ac-
knowledge Unions as legitimate
c
2o Anti-imion attitudes on the part of some local administrators
and supervisors
c
3c Unwillingness of some management officials, at all levels, to
deal frankly and honestly with Unions
o
4. Too much "lip service" and little concrete cooperation
o
5<. Management going through the motions of consultation when a
prior decision had already been raadeo-^^
i" Testimony at Task Force Healings pertaining to, Defense Agen-
cies ; In addition to the problem areas already brought outp testimony
before the Task Force supported the following concerning Defense Agen-
cies:
(1) Wages are not the real area of disagreement o Disputes over
working conditions and hours are the primary problem areaso
(?) Unions experience difficulties with Commanding Officers who
had had little past industrial relations experience and Unions must
have written agreanents on all resolved issues since there is a constant
change-over in Commanding Officers with little managerial continuity. ^5
(3) Too many grievance systems now exist and there should be no
discrimination favoilng veterans in grievances
»
(4) Replacement of civilians by the military is a potential major
problem that should be subject to negotiations
o
(5) A major problem is the wide variation of labor relations as
practiced in the field© In addition there is a reluctance on the part
14
President's Task Force on Etaployee-Management Relations,, Staff
Report II, o£o cit o. ppo 27-29
o
President's Task Force on Employee-Management Relations, Staff




of headquairbers to question poor field practiceso
jo Grievance Procedures ; In ell agencies the grievance starts
with an oral presentation of the problem to the employee's immediate
supervisor The second step of a typical grievance is a presentation
to the next-in-line supervisor with varying amounts of fonnality. The
third step takes the grievance to the installation command level o It
was felt that in the future there may be a need for an impartial board
17
acting in an advisory capacity to the Commanding Officero '
In addition, more effort is needed to resolve grievances within
the agencies rather than having them escalate to the Secretary level.
In order to accomplish this, a greater degree of standardization and
18
a greater measure of equity to employees is neededo
Vdth the above special problem areas established, it must be
remembered that a number of the smaller agencies practically have no
labor relations program or policy* Then it must also be emphasi?,ed
that no matter how desirous an agency may be to respord to the T-dshes
of workers and negotiate on matters of mutual interest, in the current
state of the political arc, most important matters effecting Federal
President's Task Force on Employee-Management Relations, Staff
Report III, ope cit., p. 55? 89, 10?,
'President's Task Force on Buployee-Managonent Relations, Staff
Report V, o£o cito»pT?» 7-8o
18
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employees are actually deterrained by Congress o However^ the Task
Force believed that the time had arrived to establish a government-
wide Presidential policy idiich would acknowledge the legitimate role
which these employee organizations should have in the formulation and
implementation of personnel policies and practices o The Task Force then
made specific recommendations and proposals that -were incorporated into
Executive Order 1098? (Agency Systems for Appeals from Adverse Actions)
and Executive Order 10988 (Bnployee-Management Cooperation in the Feder-
al Service) both of which were signed by the President on 1? January
1962 and thereby established a milestone in Federal employee-manage-
ment relations.,




Exrecutive Order 10988^ A Sectional Analysis
Executive Order 10988, and its sister order. Executive Order 1098?,
are considered to have ushered in a "New Era" in Snployee»Manageraent
Relations as the first major policy change in fifty years
»
Preamble
WHEREAS participation of employees in the form\ilation and imple-
mentation of personnel policies affecting them contributes to
effective conduct of pubHc business; and
WHEREAS the efficient administration of the Government and the
well=being of employees require that orderly and constructive
relationships be maintained between employee organizations and
management officials; and
WHEREAS subject to law and the paramount requirements of the
public service, employee-management relations within the Feder-
al service should be improved by providing employees an oppor-
tunity for greater participation in the formulation and
implementation of policies and procedures affecting the conditions
of their employment; and
WHEREAS effective employee-management cooperation in the public
service requires a clear statement of the respective rights and
obligations of emr)loyee organizations and agency managements
NOW THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the
Constitution of the United States, by section 1753 of the Ra-
vised Statutes (5 U.S.C. 631)9 and as President of the United
States, I hereby direct that the following policies shall govern
officers and agencies of the executive branch of the Government
in all dealings with Federal employees and organizations repre-
senting such employees.
^John Wo Macy, Jro, "New Era in Ehployee-Managon^it Relations,"
Civil Service Journal , (January=.March 1962 )g po 122
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The Preamble sets forth the objectives and intent of this Ex-
ecutive Order -which the Civil Service Commission has summarized as
providing for:
fle Orderly and constmctive employee=management relations©
bo Greater employee participation in the formulation of policies
and practices affecting their employment*




The Preamble and section 1 of the order are interpreted a bit
differently by some AFL-CIO Unions. They considered this part of the
order to follow a close parallel to the original language of the Wagner
Act of 1935$. T^ch was designed to permit Unions in the private sector
to become strong and be able to negotiate written contracts. Like-
wise, the Preamble and section 1, are considered to have been designed
to assist Government Unions to grow and become strong by insuring Feder-
al employees the guaranteed right to freely, without fear of reprisal,
join and form unions and bargain collectivelyo Further, it is con-
sidered that Unions may present their views and participate to a degree,
with the Executive Legislative branch of the Government without inter-
ferencco-^
7
""U.S. Civil Service Commission, Federal Personnel Manual System
Letter Noc 700-1 . April 24, 1962, Attachment page 2c
3
International Association of Machinists, Executive Order 10988 .




Section 1« (a) Bnployees of the Federel Government shall have,
and shall be protected in the exercise of the right freely and
•without fear of penalty or reprisal, to form, join and assist
any employee organization or to refrain from any such activity.
Except as hereinafter expressly provided ^ the freedom of such
employees to assist any employee organization shall be recog-
nized as extending to participation in the managanent of the
organization and acting for the organization in the capacity
of an organization representative ^ including presentation of
its views to officials of the executive branchy, the Congress
or other appropriate authority o The head of each executive
department or agency (hereinafter referred to as "agency")
shall take such action, consistent vdth law, as may be re-
quired in order to assure that employees in the agency are
apprised of the rights described in this section, and that
no interference, restraint, coercion or discrimination is
practiced within such agency to encourage or discourage
membership in any employee organisation
(b) The rights described in this section do not extend to
participation in the management of an employee organization or
acting as a representative of any such organization^ where such
participation or activity would result in a conflict of interest
or otherwise be incompatible with law or with the official duties
of an employees
Section 1(a) contains the basic riolicy statement of the Executive
Order. In addition to establishing the basic rights of employees,
management is required to maintain a neutral attitude toward their
employees joining or not joining unions regardless of the recognition
an organization may achieve <> Through this approach management's re-
lations with Unions will be more or less formal depending on the degree
lAM AFL-CIO, 1962), p« 4o Note: Miss Ida Klaus, who was in the
Task Force, stated that the Executive Order was modeled after New York
City's Order on labor relations (Society for Personnel Administration
1963 Conference, 23 May 1963,, Washington, De Cs)o
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of recognition to which the employee organization is entitled, but
management must demonstrate a willingness to deal with employee organi-
zations. However, this idllingness to deal with unions does not extend
to the making of statements that might be interpreted as encouraging
the employees to join a Union or making available the names of the
anployees for soliciting purposes
e
Section 1(b) indicates a possible conflict of interest for some
employees 9 Key employees who make or recommend management policies
or direct, control or supervise the operations of personnel or those
employees closely associated with such direction or control generally
carry responsitdlities that are incompatible with Union leadership in
a Union of the rank and file. Although it appears that an agency can
require all supervisors to refrain from holding office in a Union,
each issue and case should be judged on its own meritSo In the case
of a typical lAdte collar agency. Bureau of Naval Personnel, this would
only exclude a few supervisors that work closely -vjith and advise the
Chief of the Bureau. However, there is a difference between Union
U. S. Civil Service Commission, jop*. cito« Attachment p. 203o
5
Statement hy Mr. A. To Herri ck, Special Assistant Sec. of Labor,
27 June 1963, George Washington University Lecture
o
6
Bureau of Naval Personnel Briefing on Executive Order IO988,
12 June 1962, Washington, Do C.
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office holding and just having membcrshj.p in a Union. All employees
have the right to .join a lawful Union -whether or not engaged in manage-
ment, personnel or similar duties
o
Section 2
Seco 2« T/Jhen used in this order, the term "employee organization"
means arry lawful association, labor organization^ federation,
council or brotherhood having as a primary purpose the improvement
of working conditions among Federal employees, or any craft, trade
or industrial union ^ose membership includes both Federal employees
of private organizations j but such term shall not include any organi-
zation (1) which asserts the right to strike against the Government
of the United States or any agency thereof, or to assist or partici-
pate in any such strike, or which imposes a duty or obligation to
conduct, assist or participate in any such strike, or (2) which
advocates the overthrow of the constitutional form of Government
in the United States, or (3) which discriminates with regard to
the terms or conditions of membership because of race, color, creed,
or national origin*
This section outlines the type of Union that qualifies under the
order. For practical purposes all the Unions and trade councils (ex-
ample: Metal Trades) historically dealing with the Federal Government
qualify, except for a few southern employee organizations that currently
practice racial discrimination o "Employee councils" of the type that
are sponsored tiy management are not included by the term "council" in
this order. "Qnployee councils" can continue to function except vrtiere
a Union has exclusive recognition, but an employee coxmcil is not an
7
employee organization within the meaning of the Executive Order.
7
Ue S. Civil Service Commission, o£6 cito ^ Attachment, pp. 6-7,




Section ?» According Recop:nition
Secc 3" (^) Agencies shsll accord infonaalg fomal or ex-
clusive recognition to employee organizations which request such
recognition in conformity mth the requirements specified in
sections 4, 5 and 6 of this order « except that no recognition shall
be accorded to any employee organization which the head of the
agency considers to be so subject to corrupt influences of influ-
ences opposed to basic democratic principles that recognition
would be inconsistent with the objectives of this ordero
(b) Recognition of an CTiployee organization shall continue
so long as such organization satis fias the criteria of this order
applicable to such recognition; buo nothing in this section shall
req^^ire any agency to determine whether an organization should
become or continue to be recognized as exclusive representative
of the employees in any unit x^ithin 12 months after a prior determi-
nation of exclusive status vrith respect to such unit has been made
pursuant to the provisions of this order«
(c) Recognition, in whatever form accorded, shall not—
(1) preclude any employee, regardless of employee organi-
zation mesfnbership, from bringing matters of personal concern to
the attention of appiropriate officials in accordance with appli-
cable law, rule, regulation, or established agency policy, or
from choosing his own respresentative in a grievance or appellate
action; or
(2) preclude or restrict consultations and dealings
between an agency and any veterans organization with respect to
matters of particular interest to employees with veterans pre-
ference; or
(3) preclude an agency from consulting or dealing with
any religious, social, fraternal, or other lawful association, not
qualified as an employee organization, with respect to matters or
policies which involve individual members of the association or
are of particular applicability to it or its members, when such
consultations or dealings are duly limited so as not to assvim©
the character of formal consultation on matters of general em-
ployee-management policy or to extend to areas where recognition
of the interests of one employee group may result in discrimination
against or injury to the interests of other employees
o
According recognition can be considered the heart of this Order*
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Official recognition means status. It is a major motivating force for
o
Union leaders to increase their organizational membership <>
On the other hand, NFFE questions the constitutionality of this
9
Order and recommends that this section be revoked.
Specifically this section sets forth the criteria for recognition
and once exclusive recognition has been granted it establishes a
recognition period of 12 months, commencing with the date of first
recognition and not from the date the contract is signed. This detail
differs from the Taft-Hartley Act under which the time interval of
bargaining status is deteitnined from the date the contract is signed.
In addition, regardless of the form of recognition, the individual ^a-
ployee may still choose his own representative in a grievance action.
Thus, organizations such as the American Legion or NAACP may represent
their members; but, these latter organizations do not qualify for
recognition as employee organizations for any of the three types of
recognition provided in this Order.
Section 4. Informal Recoemition
Sec. 4. (a) An agency shall accord an employee organization,
vdaich does not qualify for exclusive or formal recognition, in-
formal recognition as representative of its member employees
without regard to \rtiether any other employee organization has
c
AFGE News Service Bulletin to Lodge Presidents, National Vice
Presidents and National Representatives of AFGE, OEIU #2, Washington,
D. C, 1962.
q
^NEFE President's Letter No. 21 of August I6, I962 to Presidents
of all NEFE Locals, VJashington, D. C.
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been accorded formal or exclusive recognition as representative
of some or all anployees in any unit.
(b) When an employee organization has been informally recog-
nized, it shall, to the extent consistent with the efficient and
orderly conduct of the public business, be pennitted to present
to appropriate officials :i.ts views on matters of concern to its
members. The agency need not, however, consult with an employee
organization so recognized in the formulation of personnel or
other policies with respect to such matters
»
This section provides for "informal" recognition, the same kind
under which Federal employees have operated for years. Informal recog-
nition is granted to any organization that meets the required criteria.
Most AFL-CIO Unions feel this section is a handicap which limits the
true meaning of a signed contract and forfeits some Union benefits.
However, informal recognition is important to the other employee
organizations when a rival union has already established other ex-
clusive recognition.
Section 5. Formal Recognition
Sec. 5» (a) An agency shall accord an employee organization
formal recognition as the respresentative of its members in a unit
as defined by the agency irfien (1) no other employee organization
is qualified for exclusive recognition as representative of em-
ployees in the unit, (2) it is determined by the agency that the
employee organization has a substantial and stable membership of
no less than 10 per centum of the employees in the unit, and (3)
the employee oi^anization has subnitted to the agency a roster
of its officers and representatives, a copy of its constitution
and by-laws, and a statement of objectives. Vlhen in the opinion
of the head of an agency, an employee organization has a sufficient
10




niuaber of local organizations or a sufficient total membership
within such agency, such organization may be accorded formal
recognition at the national level, but such recognition shall
not preclude the agency from dealing at the national level vdth
any other employee organization on matters affecting its members.
(b) When an employee organization has been formally recog-
nized, the agency, through appropriate officials, shall constilt
with such organization from time to time in the formulation and
implementation of personnel policies and practices, and matters
affecting irorking conditions that are of concern to its members.
Any such organization shall be entitled from time to time to
raise such matters for discussion with appropidate officials and
at all times to present its views thereon in writing. In no case,
however, shall an agency be required to consult with an employee
organization which has been formally recognized with respect to
any matter which, of the employee organization were one entitled
to exclusive recognition, would not be incl\ided within the obli-
gation to meet and confer, as described in section 6(b) of this
Order.
This section provides for formal recognition of a labor organization
as the first step toward possible exclusive recognitiono The "formal"
type requires at least a 105^ membership in the proposed bargaining unit.
The principal problem associated with this section is the determination,
by the agency, of what constitutes as appropriate unit. Once the unit
has been determined, and in borderline cases "wdiere membership may not
be quite 10^^, management may further have to obtain exact figvires of
membership. One suggested method of verification is through an audit
11
1^ a Certified Public Accoiantant. Then at the national level recog-
nition is established similar to the recognition provisions of the
National Railroad Labor Act. National formal recognition may be granted
tjhen an organization has, in the judgment of the agency, a sufficient
u. S. Civil Service Commission, o£. cit«. Attachment, p. 12.

number of memberc or locals to warrant recognition. This may be more
or less than 10^. However, if one union has exclusive recognition in
a unit, no other organization can be granted formal recognition no
matter how many members it may have. In this case the other groups
would revert to the infoiroal status. In addition, formal recognition
does not secure the right to a written contract, binding upon an agen-
cy, for the employee oi^anization. But this recognition does give the
employee organization the right to be consulted on matters of interest
to its members, but not to speak for non-members. At this level manage-
ment has an obligation to seek the views of such recognized organizations
from time to time. Appropriate subjects for consultation might be any,
but not necessarily limited to, of the following: (a) policy on
grievances and appeals, (b) working conditions and schedules, (c)
career policies and procedures (promotions, training, RIF*s, etc.)
12
(d) employee benefits and services, and (e) policy on pay.
Section 6. Exclusive Recognition
Sec. 6. (a) An agency shall recognize an employee organization
as the exclusive representative of the employees, in an appropriate
xinit vhen such organization is eligible for formal recognition
pursuant to section 5 of this Order, and has been designated or
selected by a majority of the employees of such unit as the repre-
sentative of such employees in such imit« Units may be established
on any plant or installation, craft, functional or other basis which
will ensure a clear and identifiable coimnunity of interest among the
employees concerned, but no unit shall be established solely on the
basis of the extent to which employees in the proposed unit have
12
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organi7.ed. Except where otherwise required try established
practice, prior agreement, or special circumstances, no unit
shall be established for purposes of exclusive recognition which
includes (l) any managerial executive, (2) any employee engaged
in Federal personnel work in other than a purely clerical capacity,
(3) both supervisors xiho officially evaluate the performance of
employees and the employees whom they supervise, or (^) both pro-
fessional employees and nonprofessional employees unless a majority
of such professional employees vote for inclusions in such unit.
(b) When an employee organization has been recognized as the
exclusive representative of employees of an appropriate unit it
shall be entitled to act for and to negotiate agreements covering
all employees in the unit and shall be responsible for representing
the interests of all such employees without discrimination and
without regard to employee organization membership » Such employee
organization shall be given the opportunity to be represented at
discussions between management and employees or employee represen-
tatives concerning gHevances, personnel policies and practices,
or other matters affecting general working conditions of employees
in the unit. The agency and such employee organization, through
appropriate officials and representatives, shall meet at reasonable
times and confer with respect oo personnel policy and practices
and matters affecting working conditions, so far as may be appropri-
ate subject to law and policy requirements. This extends to the
negotiation of an agreement, or any question arising thereunder
the determination of appropriate techniques, consistent with the
terras and purposes of this Order, to assist in such negotiation,
and the execution of a written memorandum of agreement or under-
standing incorporating any agreement reached by the parties. In
exercising authority to make rules and reg\ilations relating to
personnel policies and practices and working conditions, agencies
shall have due regard for the obligation imposed by this section,
but such obligation shall not be construed to extend to such areas
of discretion and policy as the mission of an agency, its budget,
its organization and the assignment of its personnel, or the tech-
nology of performing its work#
This section provides for the exclusive recognition of a union
and the union opportunity to negotiate a written contract. It defines,
on broad terms, the method of determining a bargaining unit on the
basis of an "identifiable community of interest among the employees
concerned." This is similar to the provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act.
k6

Thus to obtain the exclusive right to speak for all employees of
the unit the union concerned must be eligible for formal recognition
and obtain an indication by more than 50^ of the workers in the unit
that they desire to be represented by this organization. Concerning
the actual elections •whenever they are held, the Civil Service Com-
mission has indicated that a "representative vote" shall mean a
minimum of 60^ of those in the \init eligible to vote and the final
selection would have to be by a majority of those voting. ^ In cases
of three or more contesting groups (including "no union") a runoff
with the top two is not considered appropriate
o
Certain occupation exclusions (managerial and supervisory person-
nel) also exist from the bargaining unito These exclusions are in line
with those usually excluded under the Taft-Hartley Acto In addition,
professional employees are not to be part of the unit unless a ma-
jority of the professional employees vote for such inclusion.
Then if an employee organization secures exclusive recognition
in a unit, it can sit down with management and negotiate a written
contract for all employees (at this point this group is the only
formal recognized union) without regard to union membership but the
negotiating union must represent the interests of all employees without
discrimination. However, a criteria for any real success in negotiation
13
U. S. Civil Service Commission, o^e cit e. Attachment, p* 16, 22.
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reqiiires that each side must act in good faith and not try to destroy
the basic authority of the other. To be able to -understand the com-
plexity of negotiations in this area we must realize that some Defense
management officials have been hostile and skeptical of the Task Force's
findings, and some employee oi^anizations such as the NFFE are pro-
testing this section of the Order. Even the AFL«CIO Metal Trade's
President Gritta has expressed displeasure vith the current interpre-
-1 g
tation of this section. Looking ahead, the fine details of this
section may prove difficult to fully interpret in such a manner as to
promote cooperation and not be distorted or result in conflict and
discord.
Section 7. limitations on the Extent of Agreements
Sec. 7» Any basic or initial agreement entered into with an
employee organization as the exclusive representative of employees
in a unit must be approved by the head of the agency or an official
designated by him. All agreements with such employee organizations
shall also be subject to the following requirements, which shall
be expressly stated in the initial or basic agreement and shall
be applicable to all supplemental, implementing, subsidiary or
informal agreements between the agency and the organization:
1^
President's Task Force on Employee-Management Relations in the
Federal Service, op. cit.. Staff Report IV, Appendix II, Navy pp. 1-3.
15
NFFE President's letter, o^. cit .
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(1) In the administration of all matters covered by the
agreement officials and exployees are governed by the provisions
of any existing or future laws and regtdations , including policies
set forth in the Federal Personnel Manual and agency regulations,
which may be applicable and the agreement shall at all times be
applied subject to such laws, regulations and policies.
(2) Management officials of the agency retain the right,
in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, (a) to direct
employees of the agency, (b) to hire, promote, transfer, assign,
and retain employees in positions within the agency, and to sus-
pend, demote, discharge or take other disciplinary action against
employees, (c) to relieve employees from duties because of lack
of work or for other legitimate reasons, (d) to maintain the
efficiency of the Government operations entrusted to them, (e)
to determine the methods, means and personnel by which such
operations are to be conducted; and (f ) to take whatever actions
may be necessary to carry out the mission of the agency in situ-
ations of emergency.
This section sets the boundaries for negotiations and outlines
management prerogatives. All agreements reached are to conform to the
present laws or to be amended to conform with future laws, rules, and
regiilations governing Federal employment. Of course, unions can present
their views to Congress, the President, the Civil Service Commission,
and the agencies on any matter and attempt to sell their viewpoint
17i^en new laws, rules, and regulations are being drafted.
Section 8. Ehployee Grievances and Appeals
Sec. 8. (a) Agreements entered into or negotiated in accordance
vdth this Order with an employee organization which is the exclusive
representative of onployees in an appropriate unit may contain pro-
visions, applicable only to employees in the unit, concerning
procedures for consideration of grievances. Such procedures (1)
17
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shall conform to standards issued by the Civil Service Commission,
and (2) may not in any manner diminish or impair any rights vjhich
would otherwise be available to any employee in the absence of an
agreement providing for such procedures.
(b) Procedures established by an agreement which are other-
id se in conformity with this section may include provisions for
the arbitration of grievances. Such arbitration (1) shall be
advisory in nature with any decisions or recommendations subject
to the approval of the agency head; (2) shall extend only to the
interpretation or application of agreements or agency policy and
not to changes in or proposed changes in agreements or agency
policy; and (3) shall be invoked only with the approval of the
individual employee or employees concerned.
Agreements negotiated idth unions that have exclusive recognition
may contain grievance procedures for the particular unit. These pro-
cedures must conform to the Civil Seixdse Commission standards and may
not impart any rights otherwise available to any employee in the absence
of an agreement. In the future the handling of grievances may be the
central element of the whole employee=TOanagement relations program.
The Task Force felt that most large agencies woiild find that it was
both necessary and desirable to provide unions xdth a definite role in
the grievance procedures.
In addition, the right to use advisory arbitration by a neutral
third party was established. Such arbitration must be confined to the
application of the contract and not to changes, or proposed changes,
in agreements or agency policy.
^ Ann Holland, Unj.ons are Here to Stay (Washington: Society for
Personnel Administration, 19^3), Pamphlet No« 17» P« 2^.
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Section 9» Use of Official Time and Facilities for Union Activities
Sec. 9« Solicitation of memberships, dues, or other internal
employee organization business shell be conducted during the non-
duty hours of the employees concerned. Officially requested or
approved consultations and meetings between management officials
and representatives of recognized employee organizations shall,
whenever practicable, be conducted on official time, but any
agency may require that negotiations with an employee organi-
zation wM.ch has been accoi>ied exclusive recognition be conducted
during the non-duty hours of the employee organization representa-
tives involved in such negotiations.
This section applies to the conduct of union and management re-
lations and the every day functions of the local union officials or
shop stewards. Whenever practicable grievances and contract appli-
cation are to be conducted on official time. Contract negotiations,
at the request of the Agency, may be conducted during non-duty hours.
This is in keeping with industrial contracts, many of which are ne-
gotiated on neutral ground (e.g. not in the factory or union head-
quarters but in a hotel or motel, etc.). Actually quite a few AFL
unions prefer the negotiations to be conducted after working hours on
neutral ground but past experience with government management shows a
reluctance on their part to work on their free time. '^ While the use
of official duty time for the conduct of internal union business is
prohibited, it should be pointed out this limitation is not in keeping
with private industrial contracts or i-dth the past practices of many
of the Federal agencies which had permitted "reasonable" union business
during working hours. This section is already under fire and the AFL-CIO
19




unions consider it, for practical puriposes, as subject to further
negotiation. ' In the case of the National Maritime Union (l^IU)
this provision is impractical and the Department of Defense has
21
already made an exception in their case.
Section 10. Agency Politics and Regulations
Sec. 10. No later than July 1, 1962, the head of each agency
shall issue appropriate policies, rules and regulations for the
implementation of this Order, including? A clear statement of the
rights of its employees under the Order; policies and procedures
VTith respect to recognition of employee organizations; procedures
for determining appropriate employee units; policies and practices
regarding cons-ultation mth representatives of employee organi-
zations, other organizations and individual employees; and policies
with respect to the use of agency facilities hy ©nployee organi-
zations. Insofar as may be practicable and appropriate, agencies
shall consult -with representatives of em-oloyee organizations in
the formulation of these policies, rules and regulations..
This section required the agencies, insofar as practicable, to
consult -with their employee organizations no later than 1 July 1962
on the policies that affected the implementation of this order. In
establishing agency xviide regulations in this area it was considered
appropriate for the agencies to talk primarily with the national
offices of the unions rather than to deal with the local officials
o
However, no agency was to establish such detailed national regulations
20
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p. 15.
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M3TS correspondence authorizing NMU representatives to board MSTS ships




that there would be no room or need for further dealings with employee
22
organizations at the local level*
Section 11 » Determination of Units and Ma.iority Status
Sec 9 11. Each agency shall be responsible for determining
in accordance with this Order whether a \init is appropriate for
purposes of exclusive recognition and, by an election or other
appropriate means, whether an employee organization represents
a majority of the employees in such a unit so as to be entitled
to such recognition Upon the request of any agency, or of any
employee oi^anization which is seeking exclusive recognition and
which qualified for or has been accorded formal recognition, the
Secretary of Labor, subject to such necessary rules as he may
prescribe, shall nominate from the National Panel of Arbitrators
maintained by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, one
or more qualified arbitrators who will be available for employment
by the agency concerned for either or both of the following purposes,
as may be required: (l) to investigate the facts and issue an ad-
visory decision as to the appropriateness of a unit for purposes
of exclusive recognition and as to related issues submitted for
consideration; (2; to conduct or supervise an election or other-
wise deteitaine by such means as may be appropriate, and on an
advisory basis, whether an employee organization represents the
majority of the employees in a unito Consonant with law, the
Secretary of Labor shall render such assistance as may be ap-
propriate in connection with advisory decisions or deterainations
under tbJ.s section, but the necessary costs of such assistance
shall be paid by the agency to which it relates. Jr. the event
questions as to the appropriateness of a unit or the majority
status of an anployee organization shall arise in the Department
of Labor, the duties described in this section which would other-
wise be the responsibility of the Secretary of Labor shall be
performed by the Civil Service Commissionc
This section stipulates that each agency Is responsible for de-
termining the appropriateness of a unit for the purpose of exclusive
recognition and to determine if the union represents a majority of the
22
U. S. Civil Service Commission, oPe cit « , Attachment, p. 30.
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em-ployees so as to qualify for exclusive recognition. The majority
sts-tus may be determined by an election or other appropriate means
(check of current membership cards) o Normally agencies -will determine
the appropriateness of a unit and questions of majority status by meams
of their omi devising; however, current advisory arbitration awards
indicate that they should also consider $ for what it is worth, NLRB
rulings and private industrial -oractices of a similar nature before
making a final decision*
Additionally, agencies may request the services of the Secretary
of Laboro Upon a request from either an agency^ or a union which desires
exclusive recognition and qualifies for formal recognition, the Seci^tary
of Labor may attempt to resolve or speed up the settlement of a dispute
by the use of advisory arbitration* The cost of this assistance is to
be paid by the agency
o
Section 12, Responsibility for TechrAcal Assi stance
Seco 12a The Civil Service Commission shall establish and
maintain a program to assist in carrying out the objectives of this
order. The Commission shall develop a program for the guidance of
agencies in enployee-management relations in the Federal service;
provide technical advice to the agencies on employee-management
programs; assist in the development of programs for training agen-
cy personnel in the principles and procedures of consultation,
negotiation and the settlement of disputes in the Federal Service,
and for the training of management officials in the discharge of
their employee-management relations responsibilities in the public
interest; provide for continuous studj?- and review of the Federal
employee-management relations program and,, from time to time,
make recommendations to the President for its improvement.
The Civil Service Commission has the responsibility to provide
technical assistance to agencies, to train management officials in their
5^

responsibilities under collective bargaining agreements and to provide
for p continuous study and review of the Federal employee-management
relations program
»
The commission has sponsored training programs and has assisted
many agencies in publishing information in this areao The first
year's report of operations under the Executive Order was made to the
23
President on 1? January 1963»
Section 13e Standards of Conduct and Fair Labor Pracrlces
Seco 13» (a) The Civil Service Commission and the Department
of Labor shall jointly prepare (1) proposed standards of conduct
for employee organizations and (2) a proposed code of fair labor
practices in employee-management relations in the Federal service
appropriate to assist in securing the unifoi^ and effective imple-
mentation of the policies J rights and responsibilities described
in this ordero
(b) There is hereby establish»K^ the President *s Temporary
Committee on the Implementation of the Federal Employee-^ianage»
ment Relations Program o The Committee shall consist of the
Secretary of Labor, who shall be chairman of the Committee, the
Secretary of Defense, the Postmaster General^ and the Chairman
of the Civil Service Commissiono In addition to such other
matters relating to the implementation of this Order as may be
referred to it by the President,^ the Committee shall advise the
President mth respect to any problems arising out of completion
of agreements pursuant to sections 6 and 7$ and shall receive the
proposed standards of conduct for employee organizations and pro-
posed code of fair labor practices in the Federal sercice^ as
described in this section , and report thereon to the President
with such recommendations or amendments as it may deem appropri-
ate. Consonant with law, the departments and agencies represented
on the Committee shall, as may be necessai:y for the effectuation
of this section, furnish assistance to the Committee in accordance
23
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with section ?14 of the Act of Kay ?, 19^5, 59 State 13^
(31 U.SoC. 691) c Unless othervdse directed the President, the
Coramittee shall cease to exist 30 days after the date on which
it subnits its report to the President pursuant to this section.
The Civil Service Commission and the Department of Labor share a
dual responsibility for the preparation of proposed standards of con-
duct and fair labor practices. So far, action in this area is quite
similar to the procedures and regulations of the Labor^Management
Reporting and Disclosure Act (Landrum-Griffin)o In addition there
was established, on a temporary basis, a "watchdog" committee composed
of members of the original Task Force © This committee receives com-
plaints and reviews the progress of collective bargainingo Some em-
ployee organizations object to this temporary committee while others
feel the committee should be made permanent—possibly in some form of
a "little NLRB," Unions at the national level are negotiating on this
point
•
Section I4c Appeal Rights for Non-Veterans
Sec. 14. The head of each agency, in accordance with the
provisions of this Order and regulations prescribed by the Civil
Service Commission, shall extend to all employees in the com-
petitive civil service rights identical in adverse action cases
to those provided preference eligibles, \mder section 14 of the
Veterans » Preference Act of 1944, as amended o Each employee in
the competitive service shall have the right to appeal to the
Civil Service Commission from an adverse decision of the ad-
ministrative officer so acting, such appeal to be processed in
an identical manner to that provided for appeals under section 14
2%FFE President's letter No. 21 of August I962, o^o cito, and




of the Veterans' Preference Act. /^ny recoraaendation by the Civil
Service Cormnission subnitted to the head of an agency on the basis
of an appesl by sn employee in the competitive service shall be
complied vdth by the head of the agencyo This section shall become
effective as to all adverse actions commenced by issuance of a
notification of proposed action on or after July 1, 1962,
Tliis section provides for the giving of equal appeal rights to all
Federal employees against the adverse actions of agencies. The Task
Force found much dissatisfaction -with the double standard that existed
betireen the rights of veterans and non-veterans in the handling of
25
appeals. -^ In this connection unions currently are proposing further
legislation that would particularly equalize veterans-non-veterans
rights in governmental industrial type activities such as the Alaskan
Railroad
»
Section 15. Continuation of Prior Agreements
Sec. 15 « Nothing in this Order shall be construed to anntil
or modify, or to preclude the re ewal or continuation of, any
lawful c-greeraent heretofore entered into between any agency and
s.'ny retDresentative of its eanployeeso Mor shall this order prec-
clude any agency from continuing to consult or deal i.jith any
representative of its emr)loyefiP r>v other orpanisation r>rior to
the time that the status and representation rights of such
rer>resentative or organization are determined in conformity
•with this Order.
This is a "savings" clause to permit e:d.sting agreements and
rirhts, established prior to the Executive Oi'der, to continue. Th-is
order does not preclude anjr agency from continuing to consult vdth
-'Eolland, or), cit,.
, pp. 25-26.
Th_e EveninpT Star (Washington), 19 June 19^3 » p. A2,
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reorosGntatives of its employees or other o^-gfni^.ations prior to the
time that the status and representation rights of such representatives
or organisations are deteiroined under this Order*
Section l6« Exceptions
Sec. 16. This order (except section 14) shall not apply to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central Intelligence
Agency, or any other agency, or to any office, bureau or entity
within an agency, primarily performing intelligence, investigative
or security functions if the head of the agency determines that
the provisions of this Order cannot be applied in a manner con-
sistent -with national security requirements and considerations.
When he deems it necessary in the national interest, and subject
to such conditions as he may prescribe, the head of any agency
may suspend any provision of this Order (except section 14) vdth
respect to any agency installation or activity which is located
outside of the United States.
This last section sets forth that certain investigative and
intelligence agencies are exenpted from this Order and agency heads
nay suspend the provisions of the Order, in the national interest,





The Resegrch Design and Methods .
Measuranent ... is more than the pedantic pursuit of a
decimal place. Its vital end absorbing aspect emerges
most clearly perhaps when it becomes a question of
measuring something that has never been messured before.
Or better still, something that has been held to be im-
measurable.
S. S. Stevens^
Research is distinguished from casual observation and inference
by its purpose, its method, and its point of view. Research seeks to
test hypotheses and to find answers to problems by systematic investi-
g;ation . This means that a carefully designed, planned appraisal and
analysis is required of all relevant facts. Great care must be taken
to maintain an objective evaluation as opposed to -oartisan argument in
which facts may be selected to prove or justify a predeteimined answer.
Research in the behavioral sciences is similar to research in the
other sciences but in the behavioral area the development of s satis-
factory research design is particularly difficult when carried out or
2
observed in a real life setting. This means there is no magic
"scientific method" for measuring observations, establishing meaningful
patterns, deducing casual relations, or deteiroining which nonquantified
Claire Selltiz et al. Research Methods in Social Relations





data is appropriate to be used. The greatest technical problems -will
be in the developing of means for correlating and interpreting a large
3body of quantified and tmquantified data,
Kindf\il of the complexities of behavioral science research, the
author's first step was one of observation. The observation began in
early I962, while I was stationed in the Bureau of Naval Personnel,
Washington, D. C. At this time I was aware of the possibility of
having the opportunity to pursue a research project at the Postgraduate
School and therefore I began to "sit" with the fascinating enployee-
management situation and to confer with Professor Ecker of the Manage-
ment section of the School. After observing numerous union and
management conferences, sitting in on some grievance hearings, con-
ferring with various leaders in this field and having accum\ilated
abundant notes from the U. S. Civil Service Commission Library, the
initial determination of the problem could be made. The problem as
stated in Chapter I, like many behavioral science areas, presents
difficulties in establishing a measure of effectiveness. By itself,
insufficient statistical infonnation existed; and by themselves, the
results from interviews and questionnaires appeared inadequate when
3
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pretested. Therefore it appeared that the situation was typical of
social research, it would require a series of methods for measurement
of the problem. Realizing also that the "best" research design would
depend on the practical perimeters of the problem (the degree of co-
operation I co\ild expect in researching management and union files,
conducting interviews etc., and ray logistic capabilities) I began the
project with a background research and an exploratory study; the
results of this work are reported in Chapters II through IV. From
this I was able to establish many indications of what the actual
status of Federal employee-management relations was prior to the en-
actment of Executive Order 109&8. Additionally, I was able to determine
the Order's stated objectives and realized that I could expect to
receive excellent cooperation from both management and union of-
ficials as I continued this study.
As a result of this advance work it appeared that the best medium
for obtaining indications of the impact of the Executive Order, in-
cluding direction and magnitude of changes, was l^ the use of a
combination of data collection methods and then a careful analyzing
of the results for conclusions. It seemed, at this point, that a
useful scaling technique to assist in analyzing the results was an
14.
Osgood type bipolar rating scale upon which the individual measuring
^Selltiz, 0^, cit., pp. 382-383.
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devices might cluster in some fowi so that I woxild be able to establish
some finite conclusions.
The data collection devices which showed promise included e re-
view of statistical records, observation (attending management/union
meetings, arbitration hearings, interviews, etc.) use of questionnaires,
quantitive (content) analysis of specialized news columnists who write
on Federal Labor Relations, and finally a tabulation of critical in-
cidents.
Specifically these data collecting devices were pointed toward
and consisted of the following:
A. Statistical records
The exploratory and statistical research was designed to
establish the "before" measurement prior to the Executive Order IO988,
This was more than a simple review of the literature and the insight
gained in this area was coordinated -vrith the observation efforts.
Appendix A is a tabulation of statistical repositories found to be
most helpftil. Research is restricted in the field of industrial and
labor relations as conventional library resources are inadequate con-
cerning coverage of contract agreement, convention proceedings, union
constitution arbitration awards and similar documents. Fortiinately the
results reported in Chapter HI, the President's Task Force Report, were
most pertinent in this area. As reported in Chapter VI, the statistical
results also assisted in establishing the "after»' condition and in-




Observations were made by attending all grievance and arbitration
hearings -while in Washington (five), management briefings (four), union
meetings (two), and ty monitoring union news releases and union news-
papers (major inputs received were from NFFE, AFGE, NMU and the AFL-
CIO Metal Trades) and by studjdng the texts of speeches given by
union leaders. This data has been recorded, tested for validity
(checked against statistical and questionnaire data), and tabulated
on 5" l3y 8" cards, concerning the degree of support or nonsupport of
5
the Executive Order in a manner similar to that developed by Good.
C. Interviews
As a result of the data obtained by observation and statistical
review a plan for interviewing and construction of the questionnaire
was formulated. First it consisted of determining who woiild be inter-
viewed, second -vihat the interview wo\ild cover and how it would be
recorded, and third how reliability and validity would be checked.
It was determined that it would be feasible to interview repre-
sentatives of all National Employee Organizations dealing with DOD
activities (that had headquarters in Washington, D. C. ) and to
interview employee-managaaent representatives of all Services, EOD
Carter V. Good and Douglas E. Scates, Methods of Research
(New York: Appleton-Century Crafts, 195^) pp. 665-677.
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(Manpower), DSA, Department of Labor and the Civil Seirvice Coimnission.
In addition, two professional arbitrators who had been handling Section
11 cases and three Washington nevrspaper Federal labor colunmists were
contacted. See Appendix B for a tabulation of type activities inter-
viewed. Initially the interviews were with the arbitrators, the non
DOD management representatives and the news coltannists. From this a
standardized format of the interview was determined, taking about
twenty minutes, with several open-end flexible questions. In ad-
dition, all parties interviewed were notified that a confirmation
questionnaire would follow to assure accuracy on ny part concerning
the recording of their response. This confirmation questionnaire,
not to be confused with my general questionnaire, was designed to
parallel the interview and give the interview a degree of reliability
and validity. See Appendix C for samples of the confixmation question-
naires. The cooperation and response to the interviews was excellent.
After covering the formal portion of the interview in a standardized
manner (in order to assure consistency) many of the interviews de-
veloped into a free flexible exchange of information lasting up to
two hours. I was able to evaluate not only what was said but how it
was said and to appraise the validity of the response.
I considered that these structured sessions of the interviews
assisted me in evaluating the respondent's emotional attitude towards
union or managonent cooperation and leadership e Finally the con-
firmation questionnaires (Appendix C), were so constructed that some
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of the "correct" answers were already kno-wn from the statistical
research and therefore could be used as checks on validity.
D. Questionnaires
The questionnaire has several potential advantages over the other
data collecting methods » It can be administered to large numbers at
less expense, it can be more unifoim, impersonal, have less pressure
on the subject for an immediate response and assure the respondents
a greater confidence in their anonymity so that views ^dll be more
freely expressed. However in using any questionnaire plan care must
be taken to insure against a misleading result. To accomplish this
an acceptable probability sampling plan and questionnaire had to be
designed.
The sampling plan was devised by first determining the popu-
lation or number of DOD activities that had been granted exclusive
or foimal recognition or had reported informal active participation
with employee organizations. A master population list was compiled
by using inputs from the Ehployee-Relations Offices of all services,
the Civil Service Commission, and the Bureau of National Affairs.
In January 1964, the population totalled 422, The next consideration
in determining sample size was partly money but mostly the valuable
time involved. A stratified sample of 110 was determined as the
best compromise. It consisted of four Defense Supply Agency ac-
tivities, six Marine activities (100^ of these two organizations).
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t-wenty-five Army, twenty-five Air Force and fifty Navy units. The
specific activities and their corresponding employee organizations
^^re^e determined by use of random digits from the Rand Corporation,
••A Million Random Digits."
The questionnaire was designed using information gained from the
interviews, personal observation and statistical research. The Task
Force agency and employee organization questionnaires were used as a
starting point. Research indicated a "Likert-type" scale was ap-
propriate and a proposed questionnaire was completed for pretesting
(Appendix D). In addition, the interview results indicated that some
bias possibly existed in the labor relations area and some respondents
;^ere not reporting their "true" feelings. To explore this problem the
constiruction of an indirect bias scale was attempted for possible in-
clusion in the final questionnaire, (Appendix E).
Appendices D and E were pretested on a small group—ten from
the West Coast and twenty from the Washington area. Their response
indicated that Appendix E was misunderstood and could not be suc-
cessfully validated. The response did indicate that I was possibly
on the right track in suspecting biased opinions in the labor re-
lations area and might be worthy of future exploration. Concerning
the initial questionnaire (Appendix D), the pretesting indicated that
certain questions were ambiguous and should be reworded to reduce
bias and increase rapport; and the five point "Likert" scale had an
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inadequate number of divisions (the neutral point was obscure). As
a result of the pretesting, the revised questionnaires were now made
(Appendix F)« These questionnaires used a seven point "Likert** scale,
had several quantified items that could be checked against statistical
data to establish validity and, based on the pretesting samples, ap-
peared to have high reliability and validity."
E. Quantitative (Content) Analysis
Although the technique of content analysis has been worked out
primarily in relation to mass media it is applicable to a wide area
7
of behavioral research. Such an analysis proceeds under certain
controls -idiich make possible a systematic and objective review of
communication content. Vlhile this technique could be applied to
interviews, review of the literatixre or the statistical research
data, it best applies in this case to the only mass media that I
had—the writings of news columnists on Federal labor relations.
The three principal comumnists wez>e Jerry Kluttz of the Washington
Post, Joseph Young of the Evening Star, and John Cramer of the
Washington Daily News. I interviewed these three writers and also
Dr. WSilson Hart (Labor Relations writer and govemmmit advisor on
^^Infra, p.81, >Aile the final questionnaire was not pretester, the
data obtained in the initial pretest and in the testing \^ interview
gave a constructed reliability and validity in the range of .87+ and
•76+ respectively.
7
Selltiz, 2£« ^:t., pp. 335-342
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employee-management relations) and after discussing my plan it vms
decided to run a content analysis of Kluttz's "The Federal Diary"
and Young's "The Federal Spotlight" for the months of January and
February from the files for the years of I962 and 19^3 » and to ex-
tend the analysis of the January and February col\imns for the current
year of 1964. linebarger's format for the tabulation and recording
of esiployee-manageraent themes by source, audience and mission (with
their individual strength values and column inch volumes), was used,
(Appendix G). Then after the interviews with the columnists and a
trial content analysis, it was determined that the period of September-
October 1961, 1962, and 1963 was the best time slice. The original
period contemplated, January-February of the years 62, 63, and 64,
had too high a correlation or contamination with the level of activity
of the opening sessions of Congress.
F. Tabulation of Critical Incidents
This is the technique of recording or observing kinds of in-
cidents which are especially critical in the sense that they are
much more likely to lead to or bring about final actions/outcomes
or political reactions. Some research authorities feel that this is
a technique, in cases where such incidents arc observable, that cannot
Q
be overlooked without jeopardizing the whole project.^ Therefore, a
Paul M. Linebarger, Psychological Warfare (Washington: Combat
Forces Press, 1954), pp. IIO-I3I.
g
John C, Flanagan, Chairman, Critical Requirements for Research
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preliminary list of possible critical incident areas was started
during the exploratory study and throughout this research project
pertinent incidaits were recorded and tested for relevancy. As
expected most incidents of this type appear to be spontaneous demon-
strations of "bad faith** ty both management and/or union officials.
In all of the above data collecting methods the interview and
questionnaire technique has been used either as a primary information
source or a secondary source (test, retest, check for reliability or
check for relevancy). Therefore, a word should be said about the
testing which will be used in this design in an effort to keep errors
to a minimum. The interviews will not cover all employee organizations
reported in the Task Force Report as active with DOD activities. The
smaller organizations and those idiose headquarters were out of
Washington, D. C. were contacted by questionnaire to detexnine if their
response differed materially frwa the National Organizations interviewed,
Then a random group of the nono-responding activities were contacted by
follow-up action (first by letter and then in some cases, by telephone).
By these means the unknown factor of non-respondents was reduced and a
check made to determine if their potential response differed sub-
stantially from the recorded data.




Finally, once the data had been collected, the observed, re-
corded and reported information was tabulated on cards to facilitate
cross classification (sorting by sub-groups, sorting by one trait,
then another, etc«); tested for reliability and validity (inter-
view data checked against questionnaire data, test, retest data,
etc.); and checked for significant trends. In addition, the
pooling of the questionnaire data with the statistical results, the
content analysis, personal observations and other research in this





There is no magic "scientific method" for reducing the new data to
a size that will permit meaningful patterns, if any, to be established.
Likewise there is no standard method for deducting causal relationships
or determining tdiich non-quantified data is appropriate for use. In
this project the method of collecting restilts and approaching an analysis
was somewhat detexmined when the research design vas formulated and
tested through the exploratory research. In this case, the plan called
for the collection of data by a number of methods (statistical records,
personal observation, interviews, questionnaires, content analysis and
critical incidents) and the analyzing of the results (after recording
and codifying) for reliability, validity and significant patterns or
clusters. Therefore, the results will be reported by the individual
methods used and in the folloving chapter all results will be analyzed.
A. Where possible the statistical records results have been re-
corded on a "before" Executive Order basis, and on an "after" the Order
basis. Specifically the following statistical observations were madej
Before After
1. Repoirted total membership of Reported total membership of
all employee organizations in imits having exclusive
DOD Activities.! recognition.
^
T'resident's Task Force Report, ^. cit .. Staff Report II, pp. 10-11.
Government Ehiployee Relations Report (GERR) . No. 15, December 23,















Air Force 383.636 24,650 6 7,432 9 3
Army 3^5, 61^!^ 39,331 6 20,327 69 14
Navy 330,809 96,528 13 69,403 103 20
Dept.
of
Defense 1,968 30 713 1 1
Marine
Corps 15,000 2,325 5 2
2. Bnployee organization maaber»






Estimated 20^ average gain all
agencies.
Estimated current employee organization membership.
Array 50,000
Navy 100,000
Government Bnployee Relations Report (GERR) . op . cit
.
, No. 13,
December 9» 1963, po 2,
Washington Post . May 21, I963, po Bl and infra, p. 82 . In
additicm to these mid-1963 figures the Navy Department reports on 15
December total membership of 190,010 in employee organizations re-




U-, Average monthly turnover rate
1.5 3.0^




6. Requests for Department of Labor nominations of Section 11






To date, all advisory decisions, except six, involving DOD
agencies have, in general, supported the position presented by
at least one of the unions involved o'
7» Civil Service Progress Report, February 19^3 » reports large scale
union recruiting activity, fragnentary membership gains, and the
appearance of few new employee organizations. Current total union
membership in the Federal Service is estimated at 33^» similar to
before the Executive Order. 8
^Vfeisbington Post . January 26, 1963* po Clo
^Weekly Federal Etaplovees News Digest c, Vol. 12, No. 23, January 21,
1963.
''u. So Department of Labor docket files and reported advisory
decisions, February 15, 1963 to March 3lt 1964.
o
Uo So Civil Service Commission, Progress in Employee-Management
Cooperatioyi %n the federal Service (Washington: Civil Service Commission,
February 19657, p. 2o
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B. The observations made varied widely in nature and complexity.
In the interests of maintaining a planned systanatic record of obser-
vations, which would be more readily subject to validity and reliability
checks, a chronological log was kept. In reviewing this log the data
roughly falls into three classifications: speeches/conferences;
arbitrations/elections; and observed union/managanent correspondence.
In the first classification, speeches/conferences, it was observed
that "neutral" government representatives in general supTX)rted the Order
and felt it was achieving its objectiveso Senator Olin D. Johnson has
urged all federal employees to join unions of their choice and take an
active part in aiiployee<-management relations o Representative Daniels
(New Jersey) considers the Executive Order not specific enough to assist
in union stability and the wording of the Order, concerning grievances,
as weak«9 Ida Klaus notes the similarity of the Order to New York City's
employee-^ianagement order that has made great progress; however. Miss
Klaus states that New York City needed and now has a "little NLRB" to
interpret their order and to assist in deteimining appropriate units for
recognition.^^
"senator Johnson and Representative Daniels as reported in
Weekly Federal Bnplovees News Dip;est« Volo 12, Noo 31, March 18, 1963.
^Society for Personnel Administration Annual Conference, Statler
Hilton, Washington, Do Co, May 23-24, I9630 Minutes of the Conference
on file at SPA Headquarters, Washington, Do Co Miss Klaus, Counsel to
NYC Departmeit of Labor, was a special assistant to Secretary of Labor
Goldberg during the Task Force work on the Executive Order.
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To obtain management's viewpoint eleven conferences/briefings
concerning the Executive Order were attaided in 1963» From these
conferences several impressions were gained o With one exception,
all observed administrative officials were taking positive steps to
implement the Order© These officials appeared sincere in their desire
to bring about improved employee-management relations. At first,
management was apprehensive but their anticipated fears have not
materialized o Most officials desire to extend the range of items
handled actively at the local level vice national level (training
procedures, irorking conditions, grievancese etCo)o Most professional
employee relations officials are optimistic concerning the resolving
of conflicts of interest and appropriate unit questions, now that pre-
cedents have been established and an educational program is underway.
On 25 January 196^» CSC Chairman John Wo Mac^, reported that although
some problems exist there is, in his opinions no need for changes in the
Order at this timoo Specifically, Macey favors continuing the 60^
voting rule, prohibition of run«>off elections, and is opposed to
establishing an independent agency to administer the program.
Industrial relations experts from the academic world are not as
optimistic as managemento Arthur Ginn*s remarks are typical in that
he feels the Order prooises more than it can deliver and there is no
-'^Government ^mplpyee Relations Report e ^o dt a , Noo 21,




satisfactory means for handling unresolved disputes. Professor Kagel
of the University of California is more critical and considers that the
Order gives "virtually nothing" to Government employee unions. -'
Union official's reactions vary from warm NMU support^^ to strong
NFFE criticismo^^ The NMU considers that the Executive Order has opened
up a challenging new area to the maritime unions « NMU appears to be one
of the more successful maritime unions in organizing units in MSTS ships,
Array dredges, and the Panama Canal workers <, After obtaining recognition
the NMU appears most active in airing complaints (woricing conditions,
overtime, etc.,) and grievances. The AFL-QO Metal Trades Department
is less enthusiastic and considers that the Order has many shortcomings,
>d)ile at the same time it represents a milestone in establishing the
rights of government workerso Principal deficiencies involve de«
terraining the appropriate unit (Navy's Bureau of Ships considered
uncooperative in the past), election problems (no run off, 60^ rule,
etc.,) and arbitration problems. lAM feels that government officials
^Qoverpment Bnployee Relatipns Report . 0£o cit .. No. 13 December
9, 1963, ppo A3-A5o Quoting Professor Ginn of New York State School of
Industrial Relations
»
^-^eekly Federal Ehiployees Nefws Diftest o Noo 16, November 18, I963,
p. 3o
Ik
The NMU Pilot. October 3I, I963, po 4o
•^^he Federal Employee Newsletter^ Volo li^, Noo 10, Jxine 5, I963,
P® 1» -
51st Convention of the AFL-CIO Metal Trades Department, Americana
Hotel, New Yorkj, November 11, 1963o See page 1^ of the Metal Trades
Officer's Report o (In the files of the AFL=CIO Headquarters, Washington,DoCo)
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are giving too much weight to "legal" details involving departmental
regulations and therety are losing sight of the Order»s objectives of
initiative and cooperation c^' To solve this problem a neutral tribunal
is felt to be needed to adjudicate disputes between agencies and their
employee organizations o AFGE notes a gain in membership, a jurisdictional
dispute with the Metal Trades and some improved cooperation with manage-
ment. NFFE cautions of dangers involving collective bargaining in the
Civil Service and urges Congressional action to remove "exclusive recog«
nitiono"^° After reviewing the texts of speeches, conferences and
convention minutes of the principal employee organizations having ex-
tensive dealings with Defense agencies, I find that everyone reported
some shortcomings and frustrations* With the exception of one, all
employee organizations reported some progress since the Order* The
average "large" union appeared pleased with the initial progress, ob-
served some anti<=>union action by management (more problems with
military officers than senior civil servants), and considered the
vagueness of the Order and the lack of some type of "NLRB" monitoring
were its greatest weaknesses » The "small" government unions appeared
less content*
17
Gffvemment Etaployees Relat4,qt>3 Report Noo 12, December 2, I963,
pp* Al"=>A2o




In the second classification, arbitrations/ elections , five Section
11 arbitrations were observed and extensive managewent and union corre-
spondence, with interviews, was reviewed « A better rapport was
established with managanent than with union representatives. Several
general conclusions were drawn© The large union's counsels and
witnesses presented the most professional cases and they had done ex-
tensive research to support their allegationso Management's witnesses,
particularly military officers, appeared out of their element and had not
been fully briefed on civilian personnel procedures « This at times puts
management at a disadvantage before the arbitrator. Review of published
advisory opinions indicate that few (about 6 out of 51 to date) fully
support management's position© Too often management appears to take an
adamant position that the "one mission^" one facility-wide unit, is the
only appropriate one© As many arbitrators have pointed out, if this
idea is pushed to its logical conclusion the entire Defense Departm^it
would then be the appropriate unit, which of course is not the intent
of the Executive Order© In addition, management often contends that
NLR6 rulings in a similar area have no bearing on their cases, "While
the Order and its implementing regulations do not directly use NLRB
precedents 5 arbitrators are considering that NLRB rulings do have some
19bearing when comparative cases exist© Industrial relations officials
19
See the Navy*s Portsmouth Naval Shipyard advisory opinion of
September 3, 19^3 « and the Boston Naval Shipyard advisory opinion of





and commanding officers of facilities should have some familiarity with
such NLRB bench marks as Globe Machine, American Can, National Tube, and
20
American Potash in issues involving craft«industrial unit disputes,
Vlhile some precedents and patterns seem to be established now, the
Section 11 arbitration procedures are considered most laborious and ex-
pensive for all concerned o To date these procedures do not appear to
be assisting in the promotion of a feeling of understanding and cooper«
ationo Concerning elections, initially there were administrative
problems involving balloting procedures (choice of position on ballot,
challenged ballot j, absentee ballots 9 etc 09) but the current Department
21
of Labor guidelines appear to cover this problem o The question of a
run-off election (when inconclusive balloting occurs) and the so called
•»60 percent vote rule" are still causing strong complaints from all ob-
served unions o NFFE points out that the ••60 percent vote rule** can
lead to a situation ^ere a voting majority is actually a minority of
the whole unit and the passive majority is thereby committed to the
22
agreements of the minorityo
20
"Concerning unit determination primarily involving white collar
employees see NLRB«s Dura Steel (195^) and Westinghouse Air Brake (1958),
21
Uo So Department of Labor Manorandum from Mro Ho To Harrick of
September 13? 1963? with enclosures to all agencies concerned.
22
National Federation of Federal Bnployees President's Letter
No. 21 of August 16, 1962, ppo l6»18o
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In the thiird classification ^ observed uniqn/management correspondence <.
the following items were noted: (a) Section 11 advisory arbitration
opinions are having an effect on management's guidelines conceniing an
appropriate unitg^^ (b) NFFE appears to be the only large employee organi-
zation opajly critical ©f the Executive Order j, (c) AFGE appears to be
the union making the greatest gains in new memberships (this in turn has
led to jurisdictional disputes between AFGE and the AFL-CIO Metal Trades
Department) J, (d) some interest has been shown in the merging of certain
classified unions-^all unsuccessftil to dateg (e) other employee
management relations issues (not directly related to the Executive Order)
have had an effect and possibly have contaminated the observed results*
Illustrations of this would be automation in the government, allegations
concerning racial discrimination ^ legislation coneeming retired military
personnel entering the Federal Civil Service , and the new instructions
concerning dues check»off
o
In summary, these observations indicate managem«it is hopeful of
positive gains from this Order but is cautious in its dealings with
unionso In addition, management's handling of arbitration cases appears
less professional than the unions when a dispute involves a "large" union©
^Government Bgployees Relatjonj. Report p Noo 2, September 23, 1963c
Charleston Naval Shipyard policy letter conceiving the recognition of
units less than Yard=>wide in sc®p©o
24
Weekly Federal Eitpl^stoogl ^ews ^gestp Volo 11, No. 26, February
12, 1962, p. 3o
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"Neutral" writers in this area are,, at best 9 sceptical of the long run
usefulness of the Ordero Most large unions have more praise than
criticism of the Order; the smaller unions are less enthusiastic.
Principal areas of criticism involve the determining of the appropriate
unit, election procedures (no run off 9 60^ rule)D and the need for an
"NLRB" type of neutral adjudication and interpretation of the Executive
Ordero
Co The interview data collecting method had several advantages.
By using a standard interview procedure greater reliability was es-
tablished 9 ^^le at the same time there was flexibility and the
opportunity to observe both the subject and the total situation o As
indicated in Appendix B« 43 interviews were conducted, 11 with management
officials, 25 with union officials^ and 7 with "neutral" parties such
as arbitrators and federal labor news columnists o After the interviews
a check was madeg concerning reliability and validity, by the use of a
follow»up questionnaire. Appendix Co
Specific data concerning reliability and validity was calculated
by the ranking method of correlation and indicated the following}
Reliability Validity
Management (N=^) o96 o76
Bnployee organizations (N=5) 087 o84
"Neutral" third parties (N^) o92 o79
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The aggregate of all reported imion memberships was as follows:







Total 1935)500 (Revised) 173,^32
(273^500)
Few unions reported membership by separate DOD activities o
From the interview sample ©f 36 (11 management 9 25 employee organi-
zations) the following items were tabulated?
(a) Has the volume of civil service appeals changed since
enactment of the Executive Order?
No opl^lmi N®.-ghgnge Increase Decrease
Management 1 4" k 2
Unions M 1 6 .
Total 15 9 10 2
(b) Has the conflict of interest problem been significant to your
organization?
No_opigioil Yes No
Management 5 5 1
Unions 15 7 2
Total 20 12 3
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(c) Has the total "imion" m^nbership changed since enactment of
the Order?
Repo|ted by Management Reix)rted by Unj^ on-
"Large" miionsj have increased 9 8
"Large" unions^ no change 1
"Large" unions j, have decreased
"Stoiall" \inionSg have increased 2
"Small" unions g no change 4 5
"Stoiall" unions g have decreased 4 1
"Large" unions considered those -with 5»000 or more members in the federal
service©
(d) Has the general quality ©f employee-management leadership
changed since enactment of the Order?
Ifadeeidcd. Improved Decreased
Managonent leadership 1 6 2
Union leadership 4 5 3
Total 5 11 5
In addition 10 respondents indicated impi^vement esdsted only at
the Washington level and not out in the "field o" Specifically, 5
respondents reported a decrease in management leadership at the "field"





(e) How many ©xelusiv© recognized ninits have written contracts or
contracts in th© process of being written? Do these contracts urovide
for advisory arbitration concerning grievances?
Written Contracts contain
Contracts advisory arbitration
Reported by management 66 29
Reported by "unions" 31 16
(f) Reported accojipHshmentSg problems etcog since enactment of
the Executive Order o
Item desc^ptd^
Military officers uninformed or hostile to unions
Improved conatiunication
Bargaining unit detenaination a major problem
Need exists for a "NLRB" type review board
Handling of grievance procedures has improved
Improved wage board participation
Problem of election procedures
Executive Order has little effect
Do not need the Executive Order
Too early to evaluate
Management too legalistic
BO has little meaning to ^diite collar workers
Envplojee services (foodg, parking, etcc^) have improved
















BO is a step in the right direction
Too few issues to negotiate
Greater wos:4cer participation now exists
Increased quality of training
We rely too much ©n NLRB type rulings
Need greater union participation in promotion rules
Iftiion services to members (healthy life insurance) have improved
Miscellaneous group
Total
Do Questionnaires 9 as mentioned earlier^^^ were sent to a sample
population of 110 management and employee organization representatives o
Specifically, & listing of the sample ty DOD activity and tjrpe of employee





























































Initially the percantage of non^respondents vas larger but through
the use of follow-up letters and postcards g Appendix F, the present high
levels of response were reached « On a randan basis 5 non-respondents
were checked by telephone ©r personal interviews and their response did
not significantly differ from the recorded responseo The non-respondents
appeared to be indifferent to the Executive Order or lukewarm about it
and unconcerned about my interest o Therefore it is considered to be a
valid conclusion to say that the non-respondents (if recorded) would not
significantly change the tabulated results o The sub-samples of Marine
and DOD "unions" are considered too smaH to draw any conclusions regarding
their low responseo
The responding 105 management units and 99 employee organization
units were tabulated ty service^ type of recognition (exclusive, formal
,
etco), craft or primarily command^wideg and by size (large, medium and
small )o In addition^ my interview infonaation posed the possibility that
activities nearer to Washington ^ Do Co^ are perceiving and responding
differently to the Order o Therefore ^ the response was also recorded by
those activities near Washington-=>two hours flying time for conference
purposes-'-and those activities outside the Washington area* This will
peitnit the testing of the null hypothesis—that is, it can be shown that
the obtained differences between the two sub=>samples were or were not
unlikely to appear if the two populations were in fact the sajneo
The complete listing of questionnaire tallies by categories is in-
dicated in Appendix He Those specific responses which are significant
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to the 05 level of confidence or those responses whose means indicate
a possible trend or change are as follows;
(a) Mean "union" growth as reported by management was 1,2
(scale J -1 decline, no change, 1 slight change, 2 significant change,
3 great change). Mean "union" growth as reported by unions was 1«35
with a standard deviation of .796 However, "small" unions had only a
growth of .6 reported by management and ol? reported by unions. This
is significant to the .10 level that their relative growth is indeed
smaller than that of the larger unions « "Informal" unions had a growth
of .14 reported 1:^ management and 0I8 reported ty unions, again sig-
nificant to the olO level that their relative growth is small—if any.
Large unions (over 1,000 members in the local) had a growth of 1.7
reported by management and about 2.6 reported by unions (many reported
great significant change)© This is almost significant to the .10 level
of confidence that the large unions are experiencing significant member-
ship increases. There was no relative change in growth by type of union
(craft-industrial, etc«.)9 that was statistically significant.
(b) Possible changes in the volume of Civil Service appeals since
the Order indicated a "Idkert" mean of 3»8 reported by management and
3.8 reported by unions (scale: great increase =1, increase =2, slight
increase =3» no change =4, slight decline =f5» decrease =6, great
decrease =7)0 No significant trends or changes are apparent but the
union tallies indicate, in a 3 </~ control test, that the results in
"craft" unions and "large" unions are beyond control limits with a
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probable significant increase in appeals within activities having these
types of units o On the other handj, raanagement tallies did not indicate
any subgroups that were b^ond the 3 iT" control limits*
(c) Possible changes in the amount of participation in Wage Board
surveys indicated a "Likert" mean of 3° 5 as reported by unions and 3«8
as reported by management o The only subgroups out of control were
"medium" sized unions (I50 t© 999 members), with a mean of 3*2 in which
four tanion locals indicated "great increase" in the level of partici-
pation o
(d) Possible changes in the amount of cooperation as perceived
by unions and management were 2o5 and 3o3 respectively* This is a
significant difference in how each perceives the cooperation received
from the othero The only sul:^roups beyond control are unions that have
an "informal" status and their reported mean is 4o0o
(e) Possible changes in the quality of union leadership had a
reported mean of 3°? "with "informal" unions and "small" unions being
the only subgroups out of control o The "informal" union and the
"small" unions had means of 4.2 and 4o4 respectively
»
(f) Possible changes in management's demonstrations of "good
faith" had a mean of 2o7s ^th the Navy having the highest score at
283e However the d^ was o975 and therefore the Navy results are not
statistically significant o The Mr Force scored lowest with 3o6 which
is statistically significant to the olO level of confidences The only
subgroups possibly beyond control were the "large" unions with ex^
elusive recognitiono In this case,, the mean was I06 which is significant
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at th© *06 level
o
(g) S&ven majiag^rient activities (6^) reported a conflict of
interest pi^blesa concendng employee memberships o 23 union activities
(23^) reported conflict of interest problemso Since these wide differ-
ences in responses came from the same sample it is highly probable that
management and unions d© not perceive the conflict of interest from the
same perspectiveo Subgroups reporting higher than "average levels" of
conflict of interest problems were units ^th exclusive recognition (27^),
craft unions (3?^)^ Army activities (44^), large unions (60^), and 42^
of responding infozmal units (population 12 )o
(h) In th© course of detennining the type of employee organization
participation (wages^ job classification^ grievance procedures, etc», )
the following tabulated results were tallied:
Types of Participati,Qn
Job Hours Working Grievance Pro- 2npl,




unions 29 66 79 ^3 94 76 67 81
as reportsd Isy
managemen^ 38 49 83 87 81 88 74 81
Difference ^9 +17
,











68 82 46 68
as reported by
management 12 20 68 62 ,^6 ^3 30 56
Difference +23 +30 -7 46 +12 -t-29 °H6 -^12
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Prom the previously listed percentages of participation, the
following subgroups are statistically different at the «05 J.evel of
confidence as indicated:
Sub- Job Hours Working Grievance Pro- Ilhpl.
groups i^,g§£ Clas ,o & Shafts. Conditions Proced\ares motions Tmg Svcs,
As Reported, By Uni^^s
Air Force
Navy + + +
Exclusive + + + + +
Informal „ -
Craft + + + + + +
Large + + + + + +
Small - - -




Informal + + +
Craft + + + +
Large + + + +
Note: Only subgroups with specific types of participation that were
statistically significant are indicated above o The plus (+) indicates
significantly above limits and the minus (») indicates below limits
»
(i) 73 "unions," 7^^ of those respording, indicated their desire
to use or not to use the "checkoff" procedures « 83^ of the "\mions"
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replying plan to use or are using the "checkoff" procedure. The
principal benefit expected from the "checkoff" will be the stabilizing
effect upon membership.
(j) 96 "unions," almost 100^ of those answering the questionnaire,
indicated that they now have meetings with management » Only 36^ in-
dicated they had ref!;uj.ar meetings with management but most of the
others indicated that meetings were scheduled as required. Of the
"unions" having exclusive recognition only 41^ indicated they had
regular meetings with managemento
(k) Reported principal accomplishments since enactment of the
Executive Order:
Item description Times mentioned
Tallies from "IMon" Questionnaires
Lnproved communications ^1
Cooperation and consideration 25
Membership gains 19
No positive accomplishments 14
Stable union membership 6
Cooperation from the Commanding Officer 3
Improved grievance procedures 3
Management tallies










Improved grievance procedures 2
(1) Reported principal problems since enactment of the
Executive Order:
Tallies from "Union" Questionnaires
Conflict of interest concerning membership 16
Hostile supervisors (civilians) 12
Management too formal and legalistic 11
Limited bargaining areas or issues 7
"Bargaining" unit questions 6
Bnployees have too little knowledge concerning the
Executive Order 6
No problems 5
NFFE position on exclusive recognition 4
X-^omen employees have little interest in the Order 3
Hostile military officers 3
Delajring tactics by managojient concerning contract
agreements 2
Alleged favoritism given NFFE over other "unions" ?
Need of a little NLRB type board 2
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Item description Times mentioned
Management tallies
Need for additional training of new "xinion" leaders 9
Extra work load on management 9
"Bargaining" unit questions 6
No problems k
Minor gripes becoming big issues 2
Conflict of interest 2
Increased number of grievances 2
Election problems 2
Loss of employee councils 2
(m) Concerning the possibility that activities nearer Washington
might be responding differently to the Order from those activities out-
side of the Washington area, the null hypothesis (that the two populations
were the same) was tested with the folloidng results:
(1) Broadly speaking, there is little difference between the
two subpopulations even though the interview data had strongly hinted
at such a possibility,
(2) Management indicated that there was a greater level of
participation (significant to the 9O5 level) concerning grievances,
promotions, training and employee services in the Washington area,
(3) "Union" results conflicted with the above and it was
considered that the only area that had a greater level of participation
involved the use of Wage Board siirveyso In addition, "unions" indicated
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a significantly lower level of participation in grievance procedures in
the Washington areao A possible explanation of this decrease in partici-
pation in grievance procedures was indicated during open-end interviews,
when several Washington area "union" leaders reported that they used the
nearly National Union Office to handle their serious grievances vice working
at the local level*
E» Quantitative (content) analysis of the Federal Labor relations
columns of the Evening Star and The Washington Post indicated the
following
:
Cumulative column inch values of labor relations themes .
Strongly Strongly
Sept-Oct 1961 support Support Uncertain Critical Critical
Evening Star 15 96 284 32
Washington Post 2 6 59 182 130
Totals 1961 " 2 ^ 155 42if 162
Grand Total 196I column inches 764
Sept-Oct 1962
Evening Star 15 9 ^26 85 71
Washington Post 68 2^2 IQ§. 4
Totals 1962 15 77 789 131 75
Grand Total I962 column inches 1147
Sept-Oct 1963
Evening Star 17 53 36 20
Washington Post 6 21 2^
Totals 1963 23 74 59 20
Grand Total I963 column inches I76
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F» In using critical incidents as a measuring device for a be-
havior science subject, a primary problem involves defining what criteria
will constitute a critical incident for the specific study. At best, the
determining of the criteria must be done somewhat subjectively. In-
itially I was in doubt about what the best criteria might be. Therefore
I recorded all incidents that individuaUy might effect the final outcome
of the Order, This included such items as "bad faith" ty both sides,
alleged improper elections, and unusual conflict of interest problems.
In reviewing the log of these recorded items I find that most of them
are definitely not critical and usually these items had already been
reported in this chapter under the observation or interview sections.
V/hile none of these logged "incidents" appear to be critical, the
principal ones—involving personnel management in a delicate situation-
are as follows:
(a) Supporting the Order.
(1) The dues check-off regulations. Interview data and
the material from news columnists indicated this may be a major item
that will further increase "union" membership and "union" stability .
To demonstrate the possible changes that are taking place since January
1964, "tdien the check-off procedures wait into effect, we now have the
AFL-CIO Metal Trades waivering initiation feeso The usual initiation
fee ranges up to $25.00 among government workers.
26
Weekly Federal Bnployees* News Digest . Vol. I3, No. 23, January
13, 196i^, p. 7.
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(2) Admiral Gano»s personal supervision of the United
Seaman's Service. This organization is a recreational, health and
welfare service for merchant seamen throughout the world. Admiral Gano
as Commander of MSTS has volunteered assistance which has helped this
seaman's service become more effective. As a result, the maritime union
leaders now have more respect for management.
(b) Critical of the Order.
(1) Alleged improper election procedures. Examples are
U. S. Dredge Gerig, Boston Naval Shipyard, or the lAM election at NAS
Pensacola.
(2) Alleged demonstrations of "bad faith" by management
(management has allegedly interfered in \mion recruiting efforts—four
incidents reported to this observer by union officials). Personnel mal-
practices such as reported by the House Civil Service Manpower Sub-
27
committee. '
(3) Civil Service Commission rulings concerning key
employees not being permitted to run for national union office. This
has affected candidates who wished to run for national office in both
APGE and NFFE.
(c) Incidents not directly related to the Order but having a
"spillover" effect.
27
Weekly Federal Qaplovees* News Digest . Vol. 13$ No. 24, January
27, 1964, p. 2.
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(1) Problems of alleged racial bias in southern employee
28
organizations, lodges or locals.
29
(2) The effect of automation on Federal jobs.
28
The Ever^
^^p^ Star . June 4, 1962, p. A25 The Evening Star . June 10,
1963, p. A2; The Evening Star . June 14, I963, p. A2.
^The Washington Post . June 11, I963, p. HL; Wall Street Journal .





To a considerable extent the analysis of this study was shaped before
the data was collected. The anticipation of the future task somewhat
detewiines what transpires before, since no systematic inquiry should
be planned without anticipating what will be done when the data cOTies
in. In the previous chapter, categories were established and the coded
data was tabulated and readied for the drawing of inferences, if any,
about causal reactions.
As indicated earlier the Osgood type of bipolar rating scale is
being used as a scaling technique to assist in analyzing the results
(Appendix I). However, any semantic differential scaling situation,
such as used in Appendix I, poses a problem concerning the establish-
ment of the meanings of the scales and their relation one to another.
Depending on the concepts, such scales will vary considerably. What is
strong, for example, depends on the concept being judged. The implication
of this is that it can be quite difficult to develop scales which provide
for consistent measurement of underlying values. However, in this case,
the scales are considered ordinal , not interval, and the author has de-
veloped a series of b«ich marks by which ordinal sizes are compared and
classified (see Appendix I for description of values)© E^y this method
the position of relative values are properly maintained, and the peri-




in units having exclusive recognition"^ does not appear to support claims
of union growth (with the exception of the Navy membership). These
figures are incomplete, they do not include fonaal and informal organi-
zations in the field and when tak«i by themselves are misleading. The
manb^rships estimated by management and the \inions (193 » 500 and 173*^32
respectively), which correlate with the Washington Post and GEFJR estimates,
ar6 considered to be reasonably accurate for the date they were reported.
Note also that the number of different employee organizations reported
by GERR did not increase in the Air Force but they about doubled in the
Am^ and the Navy. It is logical to conclude that this gro\rth rate is
a restilt of the Executive Order. Similar membership changes occurred
in the Canadian Civil Service following their establishment of the
National Joint Council in 19^» with recognition and status to staff
organizations (government unions). Although it involved a different
popiilation and situation, a similar membership growth of 29S^ occurred
by 1936 following the Wagner Act.
The statistics concerning turnover rates are not considered sig-
nificant. While these figures indicate the average monthly turnover
rate varied from 3.O in I96I to 1.6 in I962, the long term turnover
•^Supra, p. 72<
Supra, p. 72<
^Saul J. Frankel, Staff Relations in the Civil Service (Montreal:
McGill ttiiversity Press, 1962), p. I33, and an interview with the
Canadian Labour Attach^, July 2, I963, Washington, D. C.
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greater consistency and unifonnity—most important ingredients to help
ensure the detection of meaningful results. As reported in the results
section. Chapter VI, causal relations and generalizations of the material
will be handled by categories. Cross-tabulations and comparisons between
different categories of results will be used to further test for con-
sistency, validity and levels of significances,
A. First, concerning the statistical results , it must be realized
that, to date, little has been published of a quantified nature about
the impact of the Executive Order. Most reports, such as the Civil
Service Report of I963, give their results, predominately, in adjective
form without numerical qualification (for example, the number of units
gaining recognition since Executive Order IO988 "is impressive").
However, the CSC Report does tabulate the number of units having ex-
clusive recognition and considers the number impressive—for DOD
agencies it was 38 units in February 1963. In December of 19^3$ the
Bureau of National Affairs, through GERR, reported 18? exclusively
recognized units in DOD agencies. This gain of almost 500^ in 10
months qualifies as most impressive if the first growth to 38 units
in 6 months was considered impressive. In addition, this rapid growth
in union activity correlates positively with the other data reported
in Chapter VI. The actual figures available on current union membership
2
Uo S. Civil Service Commission ReT)ort to the President . February




fluctuation is great. In "poor** years some Civil Service clerical
categories have annual turnover rates in excess of 60^.' Normal in-
dustrial monthly turnover rates approach ^l-.O. This correlates with
the information gained ty interview, where most managonent officials
felt there was no significant change in tximover rates since enactment
of the Executive Order.
However the reported change in the number of employee-management
related bills introduced to Congress (30 in I96I, 16 in 1962 ), is sig-
nificant to the .01 level if tested against the null l^ypothesis that
p (the probability of occurrence) ^ 7 and the 30 »*bills** are con-
sidered a normal yearly rate prior to the Order. This also appears
logical and is supported by the data gained by the content analysis
study."
B. In analyzing the data obtained by observation . I find little
of this information lends itself to a quantification such as statistical
analysis. However this purposeful unstructured gathering of observation
data has stimulated insights concerning the study (Section 11 arbi-
trations, election problems, general praise of the Order from
Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment, A Report to Congress, Personnel and Civil Service . (Washington:
U.S. Government Printing, February 195577 P« 18
•
'*»Study of Typists and Stenographers - Fr6l*» (an unpublished study
by the Department of Civilian Personnel, Navy Department, Washington, D.C.,
1962).
o
Monthly Labor Review. Vol. 84, No« 6, June I96I, p. 6I; and Vol.




raanagewent but union criticism in certain areas, etc.)» assisted in
giving pragmatic validity to the questionnaires which were constructed,
and assisted the observer, n^rself, in establishing good rapport with
management and anployee organizations o Out of these reported observations,^
the recorded data supports the statistical, interview and questionnaire
data. In view of the excellent validity (o70+) reported in the interview
section-*^ it appears likely that this infonnation may have a similar
validity rangOo Validity in the behavioral sciences is always open to
1?question and the criteria itself may be invalid* But all methods of
obtaining data in this research support each other and add credibility
to the reported reliability and validity of the measured i*esults.
The observations indicated that management is generally hopeful
but cautious c The unions offered more praise than criticism and defi-
nitely felt that the Executive Order was a step in the right direction*.
Principal problems involved the determining of the "appropriate unit,"
election procedures, and the occasional unpolished management official
vho is acting as a non-professional in the industrial relations area.
In the field, some union leaders indicated they had a weak orientation
concerning the Order and they appeared to be impatient and qxiick teoiueredo
Supra 1^^ 721-0
•^Supra^ ^. 81 o
^lac McCord, "Observations in Validity Criteria: A Problem of




The sinall s?mple (5) of Section 11 arbitrations observed indicated &
possible need for more "homework" by military officers who are concerned
with the implementation of this Order o One union 9 lAM, appeared to be
particularly precise and thorough in pjresenting their position in arbi-
tration cases
o
VQ.th one exception 9 the recorded observation data supported the
item description -^ information about accomplishments and problems as-
sociated with the Ordero The exception being that no observations were
made that confirmed union hostility by military officers e Allegations
were heard in this area but this observer was not able to substantiate
these claims The observations did indicate that some military officers
were uninformed conseming the Order and had little appreciation of the
complexities of industrial relations
o
Co Like the observation data^ the interview data stimulated in-
sights concerning the research problemo Through this measuring device
this observer was able to "sit" with the problem and draw approximate
limits of investigation o By use of a semi°structured interview with
follow-up questionnaire (that had a constructed validity (087+) and high
validity (c76+) app@ared t© be established o However considering the small
sample that fully responded to all "check" questions (questions with




constructed validity) --7 management—5 vmion—and 6 "neutral"— thebe
validity and relialiility figures must be handled with caution. Of course
one must avoid giving numerical calculations a reality or dependability
that they may not warranto While all other sources of data supported
the supposition that the results were reliable and valid, the in-
14
conclusive results concerning the possible Idas of some respondents
lead me to suspect that my reported reliability (087+) and validity
(o76+)=-in the long run-^would not be this higho However at the same
time that the interviews were being conducted 9 with follow-up question-
naires, the field questionnaires (Appendix F) were being pretested » The
final draft of the field questionnaire was given only a limited pretest,
but the earlier drafts indicated high reliability (08O+) and validity
(.70+)*
Concerning specific data obtained by interview the following
generalizations can be mades
(a) Unions and management both report substantial gains in union
memberships (l60,539 members before the Order^ 273,510 estimated
December 1963)0 This was supported earlier in the statistical sectiono
(b) No significant change in the voliroe of Civil Service appealso
(c) While S7i> of the respondents did not consider the conflict
of interest problem (concerning supervisory personnel) to be of sig-




between managesuent and unions) considered it a significant problem in
their organization.
(d) Small ui4onj3 (under 5»000 total national monbership) did not
appear to be gaining in members and some appear to be losing members
o
(e) VMle there appeared to be a definite improvement in the
quality of leadership both by management and unions^ possibly the





The principal accomplishments of the Order were improved
communications, better cooperations) higher morale, and improved handling
of grievances o Principal problem areas concern the determining of the
"bargaining \init," the need for an "NLRB" type of board, and the alle-
gation that military officers are uninformed or have a hostile attitude..
D. The questionnaire data explored the leads that the observation
and interview data had developed o The constructed reliability and
validity appeared to be in the range of 087+ and e76+o While, in-
tuitively, we may suspect this validity figure as being a bit high,
in comparison with normal research results in social relations, it
nevertheless appears that our questionnaire has positive validity of
a reasonable degrees
The stratified random sample averaged a response of 95^ from
management and 905^ from "unions o" The respondents represented an
estimated "union" population of ^,769 or 17 o 2^ of the estimated EOD




response from the DOD activities and the H?irine unions, the percentage
of replies is considered excellent (^ of response from the primary sub-
groups varied from 84^ to 100^) o Since the 10 DOD and Mirine activities
were not part of our basic 100 random activities sample, their inconclusive
results are not considered detrimental to the primary report » The non-
respondents were additionally sampled(interviews and telephone calls)
and appearedj, substantially, to have the same opinions and impressions
as the respondents<=.c=with the exception of a few lukewanm or indifferent
attitudes towards either the Order or my surv^o Therefore it is con<=
sidered valid to discount the non«respondents and to conclude that their
potential inputs would not have materially affected our recorded results
o
The hypothesis that activities near Washington perceive the Order
differently from those in outlying areas was not confirmed statist! callyo
Management's responses indicate that there may be some small differences
Involving grievances, promotions, training and employee services « The
union restilts do not uphold this and the interview results (greater 00"=
operation from union leaders in the Washington area) are not statistically
confirmed by the questionnaire data^
Analysis of the questionnaires falls into the following specific
categories;
(a) Large "unions" (over IjOOO members at a field activity) are
gaining the most members percentage wiseo Small "unions" (150 or less
members at a field activity) and "unions" with "informal" recognition
have the least, if any, membership gainse There is no significant
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statistically relative membership gains between "craft" and "industrial"
or "command wide" types of "unionso" This correlates closely with the
interview resiilts.
(b) There is no significant change in the overall volume of Civil
Service appeals since the Executive Ordero This correlates idth the
statistical results and the interview results o However activities
having "craft*» unions and "large" unions of both the "industrial" and
"craft" type, appear to have some increase in the level of appeals*
(c) There is no great change in the participation of Wkge Board
Surveys since the Order^ but there appears to be some increase in
participation with "medium" sized "unions" (I50 to 999 members at the
field activity o At first glance it might appear unusual that "medium"
unions indicated a greater change than large \inions; however, most of
the large unions responding to the questionnaire are in the Navy, and
the Navy has had extensive participation in this area prior to the
Executive Order so I would expect little change for the large unions.
(d) Cooperation has definitely improved since the Executive
Order* On the "Likert" scale management gives it an average rating
of "slight increase" and the "unions" rate it at a higher level of
"increased 0" Activities having "unions" of an "informal" status
report no change in the level of cooperation o Consistent with the
above, the quality of union leadership was reported as slightly in-
creased, T\dth the exception of "no change" with those units having
"informal" status and a possible very slight decrease in leadership
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froFu. "small" unions o In the same area, the unions indicated that manage-
ment had significantly increased in its demonstrations of "good faith"
since the Executive Ordero The Navy scored highest in ratings of "good
faith" but it was not statistically significant from the other services
«
Activities having large unions or exclusive recognition had the best
scores in "good faith" and this sounds reasonable j is supported by the
interview data^ and is, I feel, to be expected©
(e) Only 6^ of responding management activities felt they had a
conflict of interest problem, however 23^ of the responding unions con-
sidered this a major problem o In the unstructured portion of the
questionnaire^ management again rated the conflict of interest problen
low but it ranked first with the unions of all reported problems con-
cerning the Executive Ordero This jd,de difference of opinion was un-
expected o Earlier, the interview results at the national level had in-
dicated a majority of both management and "union" officials responding
to this question as though it was a significant problemo This would
indicate that there is a weakness in communications at the field level




In reviewing the patterns reported of "union" participation,
certain generalities can be made with a high degree of statistical
probability concerning their validity
With the exception of 5 respondents out of 204^, all areas of
participation either remained the same after the Executive Order or
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there was an increase. The areas scoring the highest in the increased
level of participation were employee services
,
grievance procedures,
working conditions and hours and shifts o This was followed closely hy
job classification and then training* There was little increase in wage
board participation. However the areas ©f increased participation did
not exist in all subgroups of our sample populationo The Army and the
Air Force were significantly lower in job classification participation
o
The Navy was significantly higher in participation concerning hours and
shiftsj working conditions and grievance procedureso
The pr ©file of the type of "union" that gained the most participation
was a large (1000 or more local members) craft (Metal Trades or Maritime
Union) tinit with exclusive recognitions The indication that large ex-
clusively recognized units have the greatest participation correlates
with the interview data and follows closely the pattern of the Canadian
Civil Service unions after their recognition in 19^e This is the first
significant indication which I have had that differentiates between the
"craft" and "industrial" unions
o
(g) Regarding the "unions" possible use of dues check-off pro-
cedures, little infoiroation was obtained that was not expected o 83^
of responding "unions" plan to use the check<=off with the anticipated
major bene^t of stabilizing union membershipo The interview information
indicated that stabilization of membership has been a real problemo For
example, one tmion indicated that for each 1000 new members gained, 6OO
were lost out the "back door" hy failing to keep up their dues.
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(h) Regardinj^: meeting vidth msnagemenT , jiIipos!:. fill iiruons now h«ve then
Vnit prior to the Executive Order^ 331° did not feel they had anything that
could be considered a meeting o To date only 41^ of the exclusively recog-
nized units have regular meetings with management but the other 59^ indicated
they had meetings whenever necessaryo This ties in closely vdth one of the
principal accomplishment areas of the Order—-improved communications, co-
operationj consideration^ and better understanding of each other's viewDoir/« «
(i) In the unstructured portion ©f the questionnaire ^ (concerning tLw
principal accomplishments and pf^blaws resulting from the Order) the ac-
complishments correlated mth the observation and interview data and follow^ed
an expected pattern o The pri.ncipal accomplishments were improved communis
cationsg cooperation^ considerations etco^ along with gains in menbership^
better training and improved morale o However^, both raanagesient and "unions"
ranked the response of "n© positive accomplishments" quite high (19 re-
sponses )o The principal problems reported by "unions" were conflict of
interest, hostile civilian supervisors^ management to© legalistic or formal,
the "bargaining unit^)" limted knowledge of Executive Order and limited
bargaining areaso The principal problems reported by msnagement v?ere need
for additional training of new union leaders g the extra work load, and the
"bargaining unit" questiono At the national level the interview and
questionnaire results indicated that major problems might concern hostile
military officers ^ the need for an NLRB type of reviex-r board and better
election procedures o The questionnaires from the field did not support
these premises In factj, n© field responses indicated any problem idth
elections and only two responses indicated a need for an NLRB type of
?«?vievc. The possible problem of hostile mUltary officer? vss ranked
very low ty field units but iinfortunaielyj, it appeprs that th?re l!> ?.
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problem of hostile civilian supervisors.
E. The quantitative (content) analysis data was detewdned to have
the follovdng means and standard deviations (using a numerical scale of






Comparing these observed data between years the following standard
measures {ZC ) and probabilities (that change was due to chance alone)
were compared:




In addition, if I96I can be considered a "normal" year for com-
parison purposes the volume changes (1961-764, 1962-1147, and I963-I76)
are significant to the .01 level.
By itself the above data does not mean too much. However the data
between the years I96I and I963 indicates with a probability of .725
that the change in theme strengths was not due to chance alone and the
change in the voliame level is significant to the .01 level. This supports
our other data (interview, questionnaire, etc.) and indicates that
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probably there has been a change since the Executive Order in support of
improved labor relations . Content analysis cannot establish if the posi-
tive change was due to the Order or some other factor, but, considering
the positive correlation of this data -with other information, it can be
inferred that there is a causal relationship supporting a positive change
in labor relations in the Federal Service since the Executive Order.
F. The main value of the critical incidents approach is that this
method of assessing criteria may uncover items ^diich might be left out
or overlooked. Since the success or failure of this evaluation of the
Executive Order could be shaped in part "by an incident or a series of
delicate situations, this evaluation method cannot be overlooked idthout
potentially jeopardizing the project.
16
As indicated in the results chapter none of the observed ••in-
cidents" now appear so critical. Of the items supporting the Order the
dues check-off provisions seem to be the most significant and should
further aid the •Pinions*' that have already made gains since the Ex-
ecutive Order—the ••large unions^* with exclusive recognition. Of those
incidents reproving the Order, the conflict of interest situation looks
like it is the most troublesome. This correlates with the interview and
questionnaire, both of which indicated that conflict of interest is a




fault with the Order, were those involving "bad faith" and poor election
procedures. These items did not correlate with the findings of the
interview and questionnaire section and they are unlikely to be sig-
nificant.
Therefore it appears that this measuring technique, critical in-
cidents, has added little to this project except that it has lessened the
likelihood that an important issue or point has been left out or over-
looked. There has been some contribution—.the conflict of interest
problem has been further confiimed as significant and the potential




Summary of Conclusions *
Both sides should recognize that they are not back in
the 30* s vdien the union was struggling for recognition
and management was struggling not to give it. But..»
/both sides / are talking in an atmosphere of distrust








The purpose of this paper was to determine if the Executive Order
is meeting its stated objectives. With this information I hope to con-
tribute to the betterment of employee relations, through education, by
showing the Federal Manager the extent and the direction which Federal
Enployee-Management Cooperation is taking. These objectives were
established as the following:
1. Orderly and constructive employee-management relations.
2. Greater employee participation in the formulation of policies
and practices affecting their employment.
1
Arthur J. Goldberg, 22 September 19ol, cited by Selwyn H. Torff
"A Reappraisal of U. S. Collective Bargaining Process" Personnel
Administration . January-February 1963* p« 9«>
^John F. Kennedy, I960, cited by Wilson R. Hart, Collective





3« A clear statement of the rights and objectives of unions and
3
management*
To determine if these objectives vere being met a systematic in-
vestigation was made by a series of methods of observation and measure-
ment. In the areas that could be pretested and quantified, good
reliability (08?+) and validity (.76+) was established* In general
one measuring method confiiroed or supported the next, adding to the
constructed validity of this research. However, as with most be-
havioral science research projects, some data conflicted and there is
difficulty in the use of non-quantified data (open end question response
or the observation of Section 11 arbitrations, for example). This means
that before drawing any conclusions it might be best to deal with the
uncertainties by exploring their limits. One way to deal with this
problem is to establish the parameters of the conclusions by introducing
the upper bound estimate (optimistic), the lower bound estimate
(pessimistic), and then the middle ground or best estimate.
First, following this approach let us consider the possible
optimistic conclusions. For this we will take a conservative "before"
estimate of employee-management relations prior to the Executive Order
and a conservative estimate of what we expected the Order to accomplisho
This will give us the greatest probability that conditions have improved




Under this set of rules prior to the Order employee-management cooperation
was below par in a number of DOD activities. Union membership (with the
exception of the Navy) was low, employee councils were not successful
(from the worker's point of view), there was limited participation with
wage board systems, and there were many problems—such as lack of com-
munications and cooperation and too much time spent on trivial complaints.
Then \inder the optimistic approach of expecting only modest gains to meet
the objectives of the Order, what did we attain? Manbership is up (prior
160,000, current 193 » 000 to 270,000), quality of union and management
leadership has improved, communications are better along with an improved
method of airing complaints and grievances. Exclusive agreements are
leading to clearer statemwits of rights and objectives for both unions
and management. V/hile some shortcomings and problems exist, many of
these problems were present prior to the Order and (using the optimistic
approach) it can be definitely stated that, in general, the Executive
Order is meeting its objectives, is successful, and is ushering in a new
era in employee-management cooperation.
Second, let us consider the lower limit of possible conclusions —
the pessimistic approach. Under this approach conditions in DOD ac-
tivities were good prior to the Executive Order. "Union" membership
was fair (295^ in the Navy), employee councils were a success and there
li
Supra, ppo 32 ?3*
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was good communication and cooperation between management and the employees-
except for a few "mess hall radicals." Then what were the accompli shrr.ents
after the Executive Order? Membership gains may have been only modest
(small unions lost in memberships), the number of different employee
organizations that a command must deal with has increased excessively,
appeals have increased, and the quality of leadership in the field may
have deteriorated. Only limited "bargaining" areas exist and "unions"
and management cannot agree on what the Order was intended to mean or
accomplish. Sizable groups of management and "xinion" officials appear
to be frustrated and disillusioned. Unresolved areas involve such items
as the conflict of interest problem, hostile civilian supervisors,
"bargaining unit" questions, the alleged legalistic attitude of manage-
ment, and election problems. To date, the great gains that were expected
from this Order have not materialized. Further, the pessimistic approach
considers the Order as something we may not have needed and it may not
be meeting its stated objectives.
In between these two approaches we have the moderate or best estimate
of the impact of the Order. Appendix I, the bipolar graphic chart, is
an approximate pictorial summary of this estimate. If the distance
between the plotted ordinal points is of intervals as represented, the
centrum is at a + point .77 units strong and + .5 units on the co-
operation scale; or, by regression analysis, this plots as a nonnal
least-square equation line of y = .272 + .348x (positive slope of .38).
This attempt to quantify these best estimates of observations indicates
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that the general impact of the Order did not lead to great changes but
there have been some modest, positive ii.iprovonents in OTiployee-management
relations. The correlation of the plotted data Is y = + .^5» again
not too high bat in an acceptable range for observation of behavioral
science data. If sufficient time has elapsed since enactment of this
Order to peirait meaningful measurements (assumption number 3 ) the
standard deviations ( (T = 2.05» ^ = 1.78), while of some size, do not
indicate an \instable situation. After reviewing the unstructured inter-
views and questionnaire answers, I consider this third assumption as
valid—except for "small unions" or employee organizations with only
infoimal recognition status. These "small unions" often appear unstable
(similar to the Canadian Civil Service experience of 19^), have in-
consistent leadership and weak communications with management. At best
many of these small employee organizations appear disappointed in the
results of the Executive Order.
In general, the other employee organizations (medium to large with
formal or exclusive recognition) seem to be achieving some success from
the Order and are somewhat meeting the objectives. The moderate approach
indicates that we have the following accomplishments as a result of the
Order:
A, Membership in "unions" has increased considerably (in December





B. To date, major accomplishments include improved communications,
cooperation, morale and training. The procedures provided in agreements
with •unions" are also proving to be a valuable alternate means for handling
grievances.
C. Major changes in areas of participation concern working con-
ditions, grievance procedures, promotions and employee services.
D. In general, management is scoring well in demonstrating "good
faith." However, a number of hostile actions by civilian field super-
visors were reported. Few military officer supervisors were criticized
except for those who were lacking in current knowledge in industrial
relations matters.
E. Reports from field activities indicate that the appropriate
unit and election procedure issues are resolving themselves, based on
the precedents being estatOlshed by iadvisory arbitration and new guide-
lines for agencies (except for the 60^ rule and the no run-off features).
F. At present the level of Congressional activity and outside in-
terest (newspapers) has significantly decreased, leaving both management
and "unions" with more freedom and time to resolve and promote areas of
mutual interest.
G. All of the above accomplishments must be qualified as applying
primarily to "medium" and "large" unions with exclusive or formal re-
cognition or as applying to management activities with >riiich these
employee organizations are associated.
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indicated that some military officers who deal -with industrial relatlor.s
matters have limited knowledge of the subject. Concerning the possibility
that activities and "unions" near Washington perceive the Order different
in general, little difference was found involving the impact of the Order
versus the distances However, in the Washington area, participation msy
be higher in grievances, promotions, training and employee services.
In summary, this means that the goals of the optimistic approach-
complete success and a new era in employee-management relationships-
have not been reached in the DOD activities* On the other hand, the
pessimistic approach is unrealistic, except for units having small in-
formal "unions o" The best estimate is that the Executive Order is, in
general, approaching its objectives and overall progress has been of a
positive nature Greater cooperation and participation does exist idth
a probable increase in job satisfaction for the employees. There is
frustration and disillusionment with some elements of both management
and "unions." There is no clear cut boundary between management and
employees or labor in the Civil Service, giving rise to the current
principal problem of the conflict of interest issue.
It is my opinion that the employee organizations are showing less
concern ober "maragement prerogatives" than was expected or feared by some
officials* The Executive Order is meeting a definite need by clarif^ring
employee status and management policies. Improved cooperation and
comm\mications between Federal managers and the employee organizations
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The employee-management information repositories found most useful,
in addition to conventional school library sources ^ consisted of the
folloidng
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Manageraent Relations Section of the Array, Navy^ Air Force and Marine
Corpse The Hnployee-Relations Section of the Bureau of Naval Personnel
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sections of AFGE, NMU, AFSCME and the AFL-CIO Metal Trades were most
helpful,
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Dr, Thomas Holland, of GWU, Dro vaison Ro Hart^ ©f DSA, and the Federal




Tabulated list of activities/individuals interviewed
1« Representatives of National Ehployee Organizations reported
in the Task Force Report o In addition , AFSCME was contacted and
telephone interviews were made of the local Washington lodges such
as lAM District 44 and the Navy Yard Metal Trades Council.
2o All DOD employee-management relations offices were contacted
and representatives of these offices were interviewed o This included
the three services j, DOD (Manpower), Marine Corps g DSA and MSTS, In
addition, employee^management relations in two Navy Bureaus were
contacted as were two field activities of each service,,
3» All three news coltimnists covering Federal labor relations
in Washington*,
4e Representatives from BOB, CSC and the Department of Laboro
5* Two professional labor arbitrators who have been active in





When filled out, this questionnaire will be handled as confidential
and the infonnation from the individual responses vdll be available only
to the author and his assistant.
1. Type of employee organization
_»..__..,.___.____,,.________.._______ .
AFGE, NFFE, lAM, NMU, etCc





Has the total manbership changed t© any significant degree since
enactment of the Executive Order 109887
.
If so, to what exteit? (Increase lO^^ Decrease lO^, etCo)_




4. Approximate number of Section 11 advisory arbitrations handled to date
or pending? e
Are these advisory arbitration "opinions" establishing any pattern for
your organization concerning the bargaining unit?
_«_________^
5. How many of your exclusive recognized \mits have written contracts
vdth the agencies?
_„_._,_.__........._._.__._..,._.____.___.._,..,____.__^
Do these contracts provide for advisory arbitration concerning grievances?
and have your local lodges/unions used this pro-
vision so far and to what extent? .
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6, Since enactment of BO IO988 what principal changes have you noted and to
VThat degree. For example^ has the volixrae of civil service appeals or
petitions to Congresanen increased or decreased,, have better communications
with management resulted, etCo?
,..«_.«_«.«.,.,___,_.._._......__...__..«_,_..,._.^^
?• Does your organization have a problem concerning the status and mariber=
ship of supervisors?
..
8. Vftiat have been the principal accomplishments, problems, etc«, resulting
from this Executive Order?
. _^__^_^
9« What do you expect in the way of changes in Employee Management




When filled out, this questionnaire vdll be handled as confidential
and the information from the individual responses will be available only
to the author and his assistant*
1. Type of activity
.,__.....___.......__,._.,.,_.____..._.._.^ •
(Air Force, Navy, Army^ Marine Corps)
~
2, Approximate number of civilian employees thought to be members of an
employee organization
o
3» Approximate number of exclusive formal „„__„___________
recognitions that have been granted by your field activities <>
4« Unions/Employee organizations granted formal national recognition
AFGE, NFFE, lAM, NMU, etco
5. Approximate niimber of Section 11 advisory arbitrations handled to date
or pending? o
Are these advisory arbitration "opinions" establishing any pattern?
6. Do your exclusive recognition units have written contracts?^
If so, do they provide for adTlsory arbitration concerning grievances?
and» has there been any use of this contract
provision?
_
7<» Since enactment of BO IO988, what principal changes have you noted
to what degree? For example, has the voltane of appeals changed?




6. In your agency is there a conflict of interest concerning supervisors
in employee organizations?
-»„—_._«__»_«-_«___-,___-_«_
9« What have been the principal accomplishments, problems, etco, resulting




PROPOSED FIELD AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE
VJhen filled out, this questionnaire \d,ll be handled as confidential and
the inforjiation from the individual responses vdll be available only to the
author and his assistant. However, the final tabulated results will be
available to employee organizations and management officials. If you desire
a copy of the tabulated results, please advise me of thiso
1. Type of activity
location
(A. F. Base, Naval aiipyard)
(East, West, North, South)
2. Number of total civilians on payroll
______
of recognition granted.




(craft, blue collar, command wide)
Size
k. Approximately the number of years unions active your command^
Average years labor relations experience your staff
Since enactment of EO IO988, have you noticed any change in the following,
and if so to what degree?
Greatly
Increased











e. Total membership in
Ifeiions
f . Cooperation from
union leadership



















6t Indicate on which of the following you now deal loith employee orgsni-




























7» Are supervisors manbers of sueh organizations?
If so, to what extent, if any, has this presented a conflict of
interest problem?
.__,_..._,_...._._._..__._____._...,.__,_.,._....,_^^
S, Do you have a policy of meeting regularly with employee organizations?
> If so, how frequently and is this a change
since BO IO988
9» Have you had any problem of employees improperly conducting union
duties during woi^lng hours? « If so,
please specify the extent*
..
10. ^at have been the principal accomplishments, problems, etc., resulting




PROPOSED FIELD EMTIOYSS ORG/>!-!IRATION QUSSTIOKWaRS
/Taen filled out, this questionnaire ^11 be handled as confidential
and the information from the individual responses vdll be available oiily
+rx fv,o, author and his assistant. Hoicever, the final tabulated results
vlll ba available to employee organizations and management officials. If
you desire a copy of the tabulated results, please advise me of this.




(AFL-CIO affiliate, craft type, independent, etc.)
. Approximete
(East, West, North, South)
3. Type of recognition
recognition
(Army, Navy, Air Force)
4. Type of bargaining unit
Agency granting
Size of
(blue collar, craft, command >ade
unit
5« Approximate nximber of years your employee organization active this
command? and average years experience labor
relations your vmion local officials, shop stewards, business agents, etc
6. Since enactment Executive Order 10988, have you noticed any change in











c. Need to petition your
Congressman on grievances
d. Participation in vage
board surveys






f » Cooperation from
managanent









































8. Are supervisors members of your organization?.
If so, does this present a problem vdth the conflict of interest
principle of the Order?
9« Does management meet -vdth you regularly? • If so
how often and is this a change since the Executive Orde 7
10. What have been the principal accomplishments, problems, etc.,





U« Se Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 939^0
Dear Sir:
I am a graduate student conducting an unofficial survey-
seeking information concerning the imrtact of Executive Order
IO9S8 (Employee-Management Cooperation in the Federal Service)
upon the Defense agencies. The final tabulated resiilts of this
survey \^11 be in a thesis report on file in the technical
libraries at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California, and the Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C.
Jfy graduate vork in labor relations should be one of the first
extensive efforts in this area by a "neutral" party and I hope
the results vdll be informative to National Employee Organi-
zations/Unions and Federal Management. If you would like a
copy of the tabulated results, please advise.
Enclosed is a questionnaire, with self-addressed envelope,
for you or your organization as applicable to your situation.
Please comment on those portions of the questionnaire that
apply to you and it would be very helpful to me if you have
any comments, suggestions or predictions concerning "labor
relations" in the Federal Service.
I wish to thank you in advance for your cooperation.









U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 939^^0
Dear Sir:
Early this stiramer, irfiile I was with the Bureau of Naval Personnel,
I contacted you about an unofficial survey that I am conducting per-
taining to the impact of Executive Order IO988 (Qnployee-Management
Cooperation in the Federal Service) upon the Defense agencies. This
graduate survey work in "labor relations" may be one of the first ex-
tensive efforts in this area by a "neutral" party since enactment of
the Executive Order and I hope the results will be infoiroative to
National Bnployee Organizations/Unions and Federal Management. If
you desire a copy of the tabulated res\ilts please advise me on this.
Enclosed are two questionnaires; one is for your organization,
as applied to your situation, with space provided for any additional
infoimation developing since I last contacted you. The other is a
proposed questionnaire for the surveying of your field activities/
lodges or locals, etc. Please review this questionnaire and let me
know, via the self-addressed envelope, of any suggestions you might
have or any revisions that you desire. I hope to send out the pro-
posed questionnaire in December to a random group of field activities/
lodges or locals, etc.
I want to thank you for the assistance that you and your organi-
zation have already given me. If I continue to receive the same type
of cooperation from all participating units, I am convinced that this
survey will be both objective and accurate.
RespectfTilly,
C. LEWIS





Enclosed is a list of various types of leaders in current or past
history that have had sorae impact on our industrial development.
An attempt is being made to develoT? a scale t' test an individual's
perception of relative values in leadership^
Please read the list and indicate in relative rank order, by listing
the numbers 1-2-?, etc. opposite the various names, the values you
vrould attach to these individuals. If uncertain of certain names,
draw a line through the name and omit it .
This reply is to be anonymous but please indicate your type of employ-
ment ( ) and years of experience
•with labor relations ( ).
QUESTION: Of the following names, please list opposite each name the
relative ran]< ordei (example, if Lincoln is considered 1st on the list,
put a 1 after his name) of the individual as he has contributed signifi-
























FIELD EMPLOYEE 01-;GA11T.ZATI0M OlJESTIOt.'NAIRE
^-^^^m^-ta-m
Wheii filled out, this qucstlomiaire will be handled as conf idenLial
and the information from the individual responses will be available only
to the aut.:;or and his assistant. However, the final tabulated results
will be available to employee organizations and ciaBagetnent officials.
If you desire a copy of the tabulated results, please advise s^a of this.
1. Type of recognition and type of "bargaining unit"
(blue collar, craft, coosaand wide, etc,)





3. Since enactment Executive Order 10988, have you noticed any change in
the following, and if so, to what degree? Please indicate the degree
of change, if any, on the following seven point scale.
a. Volume of Civil
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5. Indicate on which of- the following you nov; deal with management and the










If yes, indicate for those areas






























6, Does management meet with you regularly? „ If so, how often
do you meet now and how often did you meet before Ex-
ecutive Order 10983?
7. Is your employee organization using or ^_,^:ining to use the dues "check-off"
arrangement established by DOD regulations on 27 Nov 1963?
_
If so, what principal benefit do you expect?
___,
If not planning to use the dues "check-off" provisions does it have any
disadvantages for your organization?
_ ^^ ^
,
8, What have been the principal accomplishments, problems, etc., resulting




Tyheu rilled ou'c , this qviesLiofinaire vjill be handled as confidentinl and
the information from the individual responses will be avnilnble only to the
author and his assistant. However, the finnl tr^bulated results v/ill be n-
vnilable to emploj'ce organizations and managGmsnt officials. If you desire
a copy of the Lnbulated results, please cdvise me of this.
1, Type of recognition granted
. ^......^.„
and type of
"bargaining unit" or "units"
_.,.-,^.
(CraTt, CommaT^d ihde y etc.)
2, Approximate number of total employee organization cienibership prior to
Executive Order 1G933
ship
and estimated current member-
3. Since enactnient of EKecutive Order 1098S, have you noticed . ..y change
in the following, and if so, to v/nat degree? Please indicate degree
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4. Do you have a p0i.icy of meeting regularly with employee organizations ?
, If so, how often do you meet now ^
and how often did you meet before Executive Order 10983?
Ik8

4. Indicate on v;hich of tho following you nov; d rA v.'ith employee orgnnizations
nnd the degree of pnrticipation.
Do you pr.rticipcte or ; ^f Y^s, indicrste for those arcis tlie
assist ii-i the esuablish- | degree of cLiCvic^ "iiu.jii cr;;^cL»;o!iit of
VJages















5, Uas the current c^..>loyee -^i^c.-l/irGhip in ei.ployee orsanizations presented
a conflict of i-:;terost problczs? ^ . If so, briefly give
cii-uils.
6, ir.iat have been the principal accosiplishments, problems, etc., resulting




'J. S. I^iaval Posi-graduaie School




I sin a graduate student conducting an unofficial survi^y eeeking infor-
r.intiou concc»rning the impact of Executive Order 1093G (I:::23|Gyee-I-Ii',n£:sement
Cooperation in the Federal Service) upcn the Defense as^'nc|es. The fiual
tabulated results of this survey will be in a research reppkfe on file in the
lechnical libraries at the U. S. Knval Postgraduate Schoqly-gJCo:;terey, Cali-
fornia and the Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D. -il: My sr^cluate
work in labor relations should be one of the first extensive efforts in this
area by a "neui.ral" party and I. hope the results v/ill be informative to
national ii^i'.oloyee Organisations /Unions and Federal Kanageir.ent.
This survey and the enclosed questionnaire were coordinated end sub-
mitted earl^or this year to rrost of the K/^tional Eiaployee cr3ani::atiOiiS
that deal extensively with DOD agencies for their advance cc:rv-.ent3 and
appz'oval. A few of the organizational le&c-c:.-; tl-i-t I have concw.cted in
Washington, D. C. by interview for this CwC.--_n^wicn aro ..- f-allows:
.-i?GE « Vice President J. A. Campbell
AI-'L-CiO - Pra^lc'-i-.-.t 3. A. Gritta and Research Director Paul R.
lAl-1 - lA--. Legal Counsel Jack Burns
wF?2 - Vice President Florence 3roadv7cil
Ki-SI - Jan\es (Pat) F. Patterson, Washington Kl-IU Headquarters
Telephone and v;ritten inquiries have also been made to many of the other
employee organizations in and out of the Washington, D. C. area.
However, your individu.r^I cooperatioa is needed if this survey is to be
objective ar.d accur^^te. I would gix-atly appreciate your assistance. Please
fill out that portion of the quaj-.:;..:nnaire that you feel applies to your local
lodge or unit. An ii-iportant sideline of this survey is to ^et soaie response
from each questionnaire. Please use the self addressed envelope to send ce the
iiTipression.; that you hava of the Executive Ordar. The results when tabulated
should be helpful to your national eeployee /union headquarters and activities








From: CDR Chnntee LEWIS, UGN, U. S. Naval Postgraduate Schoo^, Monterey,
i.^;lifoinia
To: The Inuustrial Relations /Civilian Employee Relations Officer
Sub j : Survey questionnaire of the Impact of Executive Order 10938 on
etnployee-nanagement relations in the Department of Defense
End: (1) Questionnaire
1. The subject officer is conducting an "unofficial" survey, as a Navy
graduate school project, of employee -tnanagement relations concerning the
inpact o? Executive Order 10983. Your activity and your local eraployee
ovganizac ion/union are representatives of the saaple group being contacted
for information. In addition, in preparing this survey the project has
been discussed and submitted for coordination and approval to the following
eraployee-aaanagecient officials in Washington:
Louis S. Wallerstein, Department of Labor
Edwin Bud Powell, Department of the Kavy
G. L. (Jack) Oliastead, Department of the Army
Leonard B. Burtuau, Department of the Air Force
Frank li. Johnson, Headquarters, U. 3. Marine Corps
2. Please fill out that portion of the questionnaire which you feel is
applicable to your organization and return via self addressed eiwelope
as soon as possible. The final tabulated results of this survey will be
in a research report on file in the technical libraries at the USNAVFOSTG^AD









Uo 3, Naval Postgr?'dii?te School
Monterey, Califomie 9'39'40
Dear Sir:
In January I mailed a questionnaire to your address. To date I
have not heard from you, so I am again forwarding an additional quesLiOii-
naire considering the possibility that my earlier letter may have gone
astray,
I would appreciate some responses For statistical purposes it is
important that I know if my letters are reaching you.
Respectfully,
CHANTEE LEWIS
Comraander, Uo S. Navy
P.S. If you do not desire to use the attached questionnaire please
indicate your category of response, and return via self-addressed
envelope this covering letter*
1. I have no comments concerning the Executive Order.
2. Time does not pennit use of the questionnaire, however, I feel
that since enactment of Executive Order 109SS, esBiployee-manage^
ment relations have improved no change declined.





SAI-IPLE OF POSTCARD QUSSTIOI.^IAIRE
U. S. Kc-val PoatgrDditiace School
Honterey, California,^ II March 1964
Dear Sir:
I aiQ the graduate student conducting an unofficial curvey
seeking info rvnat ion concsrrjing che impact of ^jcecutive Order
10SS8 (Enploy<2e-M,anageiEsnt Cooperiitioa in the^Fedaral Service).
In Jammry & February '6^, I siailsd questionnaire 3 to your
address. To date I have not heard fror. you, possibly siy aarlie;
letters have gone astray.
I vould greatly appreciate so.T;e responas. To have an ob-
jective statistical study, it is i-.portanC that I know if ary
letters are reaching you.
Please use the self-addreased attached postcard ao that
I may coTi;plete this snic^^y.
Raspec>faL
Please indicate your response by checking the appropriiate i
.-cations.
'
1. I have not received your earlier questionnaires,
please asn^i r:.e a questionnaire, or |
'






3. Ti: .:• ooes not permit uce of the questionnaire .however
i
I foal that since enac. :nt of Executive Order 10988,
e-;iVployee-inana2e'.aent rc„. .iona have inproved
no change .— ^ lined, and
j
k. The p'rinci'pr.I acco:up_:. ,.:.'.ent3, problems, etc., |





CONTENT ANALYSIS WORK SHEET
Thene Strength - 1 Strongly support, 2 Support, 3 Uncertain,
k Critical, 5 Strongly critical
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Explanation of terms and ordinal scales,
Weak-stronn :
This scale relates to the intensity of activity ana it pertains
to the individual items being observed, such as participation in wape
boards, joint cooperation, type of vrri tten contracts, etc. The ordin?!
scale numbers, through k plus or raimn?, indicate the rank ordering of
th€ degree of activity. C means no activity, +1 rlip:ht strength, +?
moderate strength, +3 significant stren^.h, ^nd +h greet strength.
Conversely the negative side of the scale iiidicates sligh* -weakness,
moderate weakness, significant weakness and groat wealtness. Wnile the
graph appears linear this measure, as its nBme iiaplj.es, is only a rank
ordering cf vajiues. In placing of the individual values, an £1 *:eBipt
was made to compare the different items—two at a time—and t^ ?»ske a
judgment of which is "greater" or "less" and therety have a rank
ordering list.
CooTierative-uncooperative ;
This scale pertains to the degree of accord, harmony or i^orale
existing which concerns the specific issues svch as grievance rsro-
c^Jures, training, or working conditions. Thei ordinal scale marfccrs
(0 through k plus or minus) are similar—as indicated above
—
^nS he
individual items ^Jc^e again compared by this criteria, two at a tiiie,
and ranked as "greater" or *«lesf than" until I had an item to item
ranking order between the sixteen items.
163

Legend for bipolar rating scale numbers
1. Union strength as indicated by growth in number of units receiving
exclusive recognitior
2, Relative growth of total number of unions that deal with management
3» IMon membership growth, 20^
h» Changes in number of Congressional "bills" introduced yearly
5» Management evaluation of Order via observations
6, "Unions" evaluation of Order via observation
?• No significant change in Civil Service appeals level
8» Reported "bargaining unit" and election problems
9» "Stoiall" union's membership problem
10. Quality of leadership (union) in the "field"
11. Quality of leadership (union) at the Washington level
12. Participation with management (working conditions, v&ge board, etc.)
13* Overall cooperation (average value between "unions" and management)
14. Infoxmal and small unions leadership problem
15. Management's demonstrations of good faith
16. Reported conflict of interest problem
164

APPKNDIX I
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